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Chapter 1
The Pressing Need to Study the Code of Silence

Abstract  This chapter summarizes the most recent calls for defunding and reforming police organizations around the country. A number of high-profile cases that focused primarily on the alleged notions of excessive use of force contributed to the explosion of criticism of the legitimacy of police actions. No time has been more critical in terms of the study of police integrity than now. This importance is further underscored by the need to connect the public outcry, mostly based on anecdotal accounts of police performance, to empirical research that has been in existence for over two decades and has produced valuable and implementable solutions. The pressing need to study the nature of the police code of silence and its resistance to change will be illustrated by our analyses of one case study, expanding the traditional police integrity framework developed by Klockars and colleagues in the past two decades.

Keywords  Code of silence · Police integrity · Police misconduct · Theory of police integrity · Questionnaire · Survey · Police officers

Introduction

Studying police integrity and police misconduct has been a steady staple of learning about the policing profession for quite a few decades now, including the seminal works of Maurice Punch (1985, 2000, 2009), Jerome Skolnick (2002), O.W. Wilson (Cohen & Taylor, 2014), Kappeler et al. (1998), David Bayley and Robert Perito (2011), Sam Walker (2012), Klockars et al. (1997, 2000, 2004, 2006), and, most recently, Geoffrey Alpert and Kyle Mclean (2021). Numerous high-profile scandals shook the American public in the past few decades, including the infamous Rodney King beating caught on a video camera in 1991, as well as more recent events, such as the shooting of Michael Brown (Ray et al., 2017), the death of Eric Garner (Fulton-Babicke, 2018), and the brutal death of George Floyd (Samayeen et al., 2020). These scandals resulted in the creation of some high-profile commissions such as the Warren Commission (Goldsmith, 2005), the Christopher Commission...
(1991), the Mollen Commission (1994), and, more recently, President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (2015). The establishment of these commissions has been preceded with public revelations of police misconduct of individual police officers, the so-called “bad apples.” These revelations prompted the city governments to establish the commissions and empower them to investigate the nature and extent of police misconduct, as well as to propose ways in which the police agency could be reformed. These events have also resulted in a number of Consent Decrees negotiated between the Department of Justice and police agencies (Rhodes et al., 2019; Alpert et al., 2017). Consent decrees, based on “pattern and practice lawsuits” in which the Department of Justice is one of the parties, have been used as a tool to reorganize the departments based on the findings of the external monitors.

In the aftermath of these high-profile incidents, the focus seemed to be primarily on the individual police officers involved; only more recently did the focus shift on the organization itself, or, even more broadly, the police profession as a whole. The scope and magnitude of calls for reform have intensified in the wake of high-profile deaths at the hands of the police. Yet, as was the case with prior reform efforts, these foci are not often based on empirical research and promising practices (Jacobs et al., 2021; Samayeen et al., 2020). Instead, these calls for action are often driven by passionate voices of the community, sometimes following misguided and uniformed rhetoric, where slogans like “defund the police,” “reimagine policing,” or “abolish law enforcement,” are used to spearhead changes. If the public, politicians, and police administrators want to “reimagine the police” by reforming the institution, such reforms should be firmly based on strong scholarly evidence about what works.

Probably the most disheartening aspect of the attempts to reform police organizations around the world is best summarized by Alpert and Mclean: “The more things change, the more they stay the same…” (2021). Although Alpert and Mclean’s work (2021) focuses on the Australian police forces, the events across the United States in 2020 clearly demonstrate that the situation in American policing is analogous to that in Australia. Over a century-long story of independent police commissions in New York City provides further evidence of cycles of misconduct and reform; since 1890s, there was a twenty-year cycle in which, upon the public revelations of police misconduct and the scandal that followed, an independent commission was formed to investigate the NYPD and propose ways in which it should be reformed (e.g., Lexow Committee, 1894; Curran Committee, 1913; Seabury Report, 1932; Helfand Investigation, 1955; Knapp Commission, 1972; Mollen Commission, 1994). About two decades later, another discovery of serious police misconduct surfaces, followed by a new scandal, a new commission, and a new set of reforms.

What we knew about police misconduct, both in terms of its scope and intensity, pales in comparison to the knowledge we are gaining now, with the release of various police disciplinary records, like those recently made available by the New York City Police Department (Southall, 2021). The nation’s largest police department released partial disciplinary records dating back to 2014 in an online dashboard containing profiles of all 35,000 active police officers. Separately, officials posted redacted copies of more than 200 decisions by judges in administrative trials, going back to 2017. For forty-four years, a section of the civil rights law known as 50-A
had prevented the public from seeing most disciplinary records. However, in the aftermath of George Floyd’s death in Minneapolis in the spring of 2020, the public demands and the political landscape started to change.

Within weeks, the New York State Legislature repealed the 50-A statute and a federal appeals court rejected the last effort of a legal challenge from police unions, which argued that releasing the records would put officers in danger and harm their careers. This decision created unprecedented access to police disciplinary records. In the eyes of many police critics, this development was perceived as “proof” of the systemic nature of police misconduct. A myriad of “experts” expressing their views on how police profession needs to be reimagined emerge almost on a daily basis. Community organizers and activists, potential victims of police misconduct and their families, politicians from various levels of government, and many others appear to uphold the view that this change can be predicated upon the scope of the complaints rather than solid empirical research and best practices.

At the heart of the problem lies the code of silence, the police cultural norm that prohibits disclosure of fellow officers’ misconduct to supervisors. Recent Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research public opinion polls about police reforms (2020, 2021) revealed that the American public is strongly in favor of controlling the code of silence; over 80% of the respondents on both polls said that they strongly or somewhat favor that police officers be required to report peer misconduct. Although the code, based on loyalty and brotherhood, may have a positive effect because it serves to protect police officers from outside threats (e.g., Kleinig, 2001), this camaraderie and loyalty can also have detrimental consequences for controlling the behavior of police officers—especially misconduct (Christopher Commission, 1991; Mollen Commission, 1994; President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 1967; Skolnick, 2002). The Mollen Commission (1994) identified the code of silence as a pervasive element throughout the NYPD and pointed out that it “influences the vast majority of honest and corrupt officers alike.” In fact, as Chin and Wells (1998, p. 237) argue, the code “prohibits disclosing perjury or other misconduct by fellow officers, or even testifying truthfully if the fact would implicate the conduct of a fellow officer.” In fact, Chin and Wells view the code of silence as “evidence of bias and motive to lie” (1998, p. 233). The code of silence is not unique to the NYPD. To the contrary, the 2016 report by the Chicago Mayor’s Police Accountability Task Force (2016, pp. 69–70) concluded that the code of silence “is institutionalized and reinforced by CPD rules and policies.”

Moreover, the code of silence seems to be a pervasive part of police culture not only in the United States, but also across the world. While analyzing police-related scandals in Amsterdam, London, and New York, Punch (1985) discussed the role that the code of silence played in allowing police misconduct to exist. The Australian Fitzgerald Inquiry (1989, p. 216), which engaged in a systematic investigation of police and political corruption in Queensland and resulted in numerous prosecutions and convictions of top-ranked police officers, detected the code of silence among the Queensland police officers as well. The Fitzgerald Inquiry (1989, p. 216) connected the strong code of silence with the low level of police integrity: “[t]he unwritten police code is an integral element of police culture and has been a critical
factor in the deterioration of the Police Force.” Shortly after the Fitzgerald Inquiry, the Wood Royal Commission (1997) was tasked to investigate the existence and extent of police corruption within the New South Wales Police. The Commission faced an extensive code of silence, demonstrated through explicit detectives offering testimony at the hearings that directly conflicted with the undercover recordings of their misdeeds. In the report, the Wood Royal Commission (1997, p. 108) described the code as a serious impediment to investigating police misconduct.

The death of George Floyd in the spring of 2020 (Samayeen et al., 2020) and the subsequent 2021 conviction of Derek Chauvin, a former police officer from the Minneapolis Police Department, for Floyd’s murder pointed to a small crack in the “blue wall of silence.” In particular, many officers from Derek Chauvin’s own department, including the Chief, testified that the tactics Chauvin used to subdue Mr. Floyd were inappropriate and inconsistent with training and policy (Sanchez et al., 2021). This was a very visible and rare moment in the history of police (dis)loyalty and solidarity.

The main goal of this book is to provide empirical research on and policy recommendations about the code of silence and police misconduct. We first assess the extent of the code of silence in a police organization and then, based on the findings, recommend changes that would lead toward the creation of an environment less tolerant of, and conducive for, police misconduct. We present an empirical case study that can provide a potential template for what needs to be done. Building upon over two decades of dissemination of a similar instrument in dozens of departments around the United States and in over 30 different countries (e.g., Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2019), we posit that the first step in creating change needs to the assessment and proper analysis of the attitudes of police officers in a given department, paired with the analyses of the ways in which the organization itself addresses police misconduct. The importance of this book lies in the empirical knowledge grounded in a case-study analysis that identifies the contours of the organizational subcultures that need to be addressed if transformational change is to be realized. If these recommendations are properly implemented, things might not “stay the same.”

The Code of Silence

The code of silence, the informal prohibition of reporting misconduct by fellow police officers, is also called the “blue curtain” (Goldstein, 1970), “blue code” (Skolnick, 2002), and “blue wall of silence” (Bittner, 1970; Westley, 1970). Regardless of the term used, this concept refers to the informal cultural rule prohibiting police officers from blowing the whistle on the misconduct committed by fellow police officers. When Bernard Cawley, a former NYPD police officer, testified before the Mollen Commission entrusted to investigate allegations of police corruption in New York, he described the code of silence simply as “Cops don’t tell on cops” (Mollen Commission, 1994, p. 53). The Christopher Commission, established
after the beating of Rodney King and entrusted to investigate the use of excessive force and racism in the Los Angeles Police Department (1991), reported that the code of silence was described by an LAPD police officer as “a non-written rule that you do not roll over, tell on your partner” (Christopher Commission, 1991, p. 168).

Police subculture and its key element, the code of silence, have been a subject of steady inquiry for decades. As Crank (2014) points out, various subcultural themes of morality, solidarity, and fear influence individual behaviors of police officers. The beginnings of the scholarly approach to studying the code of silence in the United States date back more than 50 years. When Westley asked police officers in one of the first studies of police culture whether they would report a fellow police officer who stole money from a person arrested for drunkenness, the overwhelming majority of the officers—about three-quarters—reported that they would not, thus suggesting that “illegal action is preferable to breaking the secrecy of the group” (Westley, 1970, p. 113). More recent studies (e.g., Trautman, 2000; Weisburd & Greenspan, 2000) demonstrate that the code of silence is still strong. In a 2000 study by the U.S. National Institute of Ethics (Trautman, 2000, p. 1), 79 percent of the recruits nationwide agreed with the statement that the code of silence “exists and is fairly common across the nation.” In a national study of more than 900 police officers from 121 police agencies, Weisburd and Greenspan (2000, p. 3) found that, although over 80% of the police officers said that they did not accept the code “as an essential part of the mutual trust necessary to good policing,” the majority of the surveyed police officers agreed that it is not unusual for police officers to keep silent about misconduct by fellow officers, thus confirming the existence of the code of silence in police culture. At the same time, Weisburd and Greenspan’s study (2000) demonstrated that the failure to abide by these cultural rules would probably result in informal negative consequences as most of the respondents agreed that police officers who decided to report misconduct would be given a cold shoulder from fellow officers for doing so. However, despite its seeming prevalence, the contours and the extent of the code may vary across police agencies, requiring careful assessment and measurement.

The research on the code of silence was jumpstarted when Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (2004) proposed that the control of the code is an integral part of building of a police agency of integrity. They developed the theory of police integrity and the associated methodological approach for studying it. We now outline this theoretical and methodological approach because it is a foundation of the case study we present in the book.

The Code of Silence and the Theory of Police Integrity

The code of silence is also closely tied to the theory of police integrity (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004). Based on the early work by Herman Goldstein about the organizational nature of police corruption (1970) and decades of empirical research on police misconduct, Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (2004) developed the theory of
police integrity that incorporates the code of silence as one of its four crucial dimensions. The theory of police integrity proposes that the level of police integrity in a police agency is closely tied to what the organization does, thus emphasizing the organizational nature of the theory. Police integrity is defined as “the normative inclination among police to resist temptations to abuse the rights and privileges of their occupation” (Klockars et al., 2006).

The first dimension of the theory establishes the importance of the police agency’s organizational rules and the way they are established by the police administration, how they are communicated to the police officers, the degree to which police officers understand and support them, and the consistency with which they are enforced (e.g., Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković, 2015). A police agency of high integrity is viewed as a police agency in which the official rules contain detailed prohibitions of police misconduct, in which police officers are familiar with the official rules and support them, and in which official rules are consistently enforced for violations of these rules (Kutnjak Ivković, 2015).

The second dimension of the theory of police integrity emphasizes various techniques of controlling police misconduct (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković, 2015). These control mechanisms could be reactive, such as internal investigations of police misconduct and imposition of discipline on police officers found to be in violation of the official rules, as well as proactive, such as police training on ethics and the use of early warning systems. A police agency of high integrity is expected to be a police agency that actively and consistently uses both proactive and reactive mechanisms to control police misconduct in the police agency (Kutnjak Ivković, 2015).

The third dimension of the theory of police integrity emphasizes the role of the code of silence and the police agency’s ability to control it (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković, 2015). While the code of silence develops in virtually every police agency as a consequence of the agency’s paramilitary organization (Klockars et al., 2006), factors that differentiate police agencies of high integrity from police agencies of low integrity are how extensive the code is and what is protected by the code. In a police agency of high integrity, the code of silence is not strong, and it does not protect serious forms of police misconduct (Kutnjak Ivković, 2015). On the other hand, in police agencies of low integrity, the code of silence is strong, and it protects even the most serious forms of police misconduct.

The fourth dimension of the theory explores the connection between the society at large and the level of police integrity in the police agency (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković, 2015). The authors argue that legal, political, economic, and societal conditions outside the police agency affect the level of police integrity within the police agency. Societies at large could enact the laws prohibiting misconduct by governmental employees, enforce these rules, and establish external agencies in charge of controlling misconduct, as
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well as develop cultural norms intolerant of misconduct of their public employees. Police agencies operating in such an environment will be more likely to have higher levels of police integrity as well.

Thus, the theory of police integrity reaffirms the importance of controlling the code of silence in police agencies as one of the tools critical to establishing a high level of integrity within police agencies. For scholars, policy-makers, and police executives interested in measuring the nature and strength of the code of silence, as well as the level of police integrity in general, Klockars and colleagues (1997, 2004, 2006) have developed a methodological approach that allows an empirical assessment. Because it is based on the measurement of fact and opinion, it is much less likely to be faced with resistance from police administrators and police officers alike than previous approaches that bluntly asked about the police officers’ engagement in misconduct.

**Measuring the Code of Silence**

Because the theory assumes that police integrity is perceived as a belief, rather than the actual behavior (Klockars et al., 2006), it is easier to measure both police integrity in general and the code of silence in specific than if the focus were on actual police misconduct. The basic idea of this methodological approach is to develop a questionnaire that contains hypothetical scenarios describing examples of police misconduct and ask respondents questions directly measuring theoretical dimensions.

The first questionnaire, called the police corruption questionnaire, was created in the mid-1990s. It contains 11 scenarios, most of which described examples of police corruption (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 1997, 2000). It was based on Roebuck and Barker’s typology of police corruption (1974). Because police integrity includes resistance to temptations of various sources and not only the for-gain variety (Klockars et al., 1997, 2000), the second version of the questionnaire—the police integrity questionnaire—contained a range of forms of police misconduct, including police corruption, use of excessive force, and falsification of the official report (Klockars et al., 2006). To allow for retesting, the same five scenarios were kept in both versions of the questionnaire.

The third version of the questionnaire—the basis of this book—expands the study of police integrity by incorporating not only scenarios describing police corruption and the use of excessive force, but also scenarios describing organizational deviance and interpersonal deviance (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2019). There are three scenarios within each group, ranging in their seriousness from the least serious case of police misconduct to the most serious case of police misconduct within each group (Table 1.1). Scenarios addressing police corruption and the use of excessive force have originally been developed by Klockars et al. (2006) as a part of the police integrity questionnaire. Scenarios addressing organizational deviance and interpersonal deviance have been developed by Kutnjak Ivković et al. (2019).
Table 1.1 Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>police corruption</th>
<th>Scenario Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least serious</td>
<td>Scenario 1: A police officer is frequently seen in a neighborhood. Local merchants and restaurant owners regularly show their appreciation for his attention by giving him gifts of food and liquor and other items of small value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium seriousness</td>
<td>Scenario 4: A police officer is scheduled to work during coming holidays. The supervisor offers to give him these days off, if he agrees to run some personal errands for the supervisor. Evaluate the SUPERVISOR’S behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most serious</td>
<td>Scenario 2: A police officer discovers a burglary of an appliance store. The display cases are smashed and many items have obviously been taken. While searching the store, he takes an expensive watch and slips it into his pocket. He reports that the watch, worth about a week’s pay, has been stolen during the burglary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| use of excessive force | Scenario 5: A police officer stops a motorist for speeding. As the officer approaches the vehicle, the driver yells, “what the hell are you stopping me for?” the officer replies, “because today is ‘arrest an asshole day.’” |
|-----------------------| Scenario 7: A police sergeant, without intervening, watches officers under his supervision repeatedly strike and kick a man arrested for child abuse. The man has previous child abuse arrests. Evaluate the SERGEANT’S behavior. |
| Most serious          | Scenario 3: An officer, who was severely beaten by a person resisting arrest, has just returned to duty. On patrol, the officer approaches a person standing in a dimly lit alley. Suddenly, the person throws a gym bag at the officer and begins to run away. The officer fatally shoots the person, striking him in the back. It was later determined that the person was unarmed. |

| Organizational deviance | Scenario 8: An officer is passed over for a day off on New Year’s Eve despite a promise from the supervisor. As a result, the officer could incur a financial loss for a nonrefundable family vacation. The police officer decides to call in sick for the New Year Eve’s shift and takes the trip. |
| Least serious          | Scenario 6: At 2 A.M. a police officer, who is on duty, is driving his patrol car on a deserted road. He sees a vehicle that has been driven off the road and is stuck in a ditch. He approaches the vehicle and observes that the driver is not hurt but is obviously intoxicated. He also finds that the driver is a police officer. Instead of reporting this accident and offense he transports the driver to his home. |
| Medium seriousness     | Scenario 11: Several days in a row, a police officer stays overtime to finish the paperwork. While filling out the forms requesting his overtime pay, he reports working one hour longer each day than he had actually worked. |

| Interpersonal deviance | Scenario 12: An officer is scheduled to attend a leadership training offered only to select members of the agency. After a disagreement with a supervisor, the officer is no longer on the list of officers scheduled to attend the training. The officer starts spreading a rumor that the supervisor’s daughter is dating a drug addict. Evaluate the behavior of the officer. |

(continued)
After the respondents have read each scenario, they were asked the same seven questions. Three questions measured the first dimension of the theory of police integrity, that is, the role of the organizational rules, as they ask the respondents to evaluate how serious they view each of these behaviors, to estimate how serious they think that most police officers in their agency would evaluate these behaviors, and indicate whether these behaviors violate the official rules. The second dimension of the theory, focusing on the control mechanism, is measured through two questions in the questionnaire. The first question asks the respondents to state what they think that the appropriate discipline is for such behaviors and to predict what discipline they think that their police agency would mete out for such behaviors. Finally, the third dimension of the theory, tapping into the strength of the code of silence, was measured through two questions. The first question asked the respondents whether they would report such behavior to the supervisors and the second related question asked them to predict whether most police officers in their agency would report as well.

This third version of the questionnaire also contains questions that have previously not been included in the police integrity questionnaire. In particular, it measures organizational justice and police self-legitimacy. These concepts could potentially influence the level of police integrity within a police agency. The inclusion of these additional questions in the questionnaire opens the possibility to assess their importance in the shaping of the police agency’s integrity. In the subsequent chapters, we explore these concepts in more detail and test the degree to which they are tied to police integrity.

### Table 1.1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium seriousness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 9: Before the shift begins, several police officers gather in the police station to chat. After a few minutes, a male officer starts to taunt the female officers about their suitability for the job and makes jokes about their “other skills.” evaluate the behavior of the male officer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most serious</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 10: A traffic light is broken and a police officer is sent to direct traffic an hour prior to the end of his shift. He is assured by the supervisor that he is going to be relieved by officer Jones within 1 hour. After four hours, the light is fixed. The officer gets back to the station and upon spotting officer Jones yells: “Why the fuck didn’t you show up to relieve me?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Police Officer Sample

In December of 2018/January of 2019, the questionnaire was distributed online to police officers in a medium-size municipal police agency in the United States. Because of the conditions of our agreement with the police administration, we have to protect the confidentiality of the police agency and are limited in the extent of the information we may provide about the police agency and its officers. The police
agency, a municipal police agency with between 250 and 500 sworn officers, serves a Southern urban community of 50,000 to 250,000 people, mostly composed of White residents.

Our sample of 148 respondents consists of experienced police officers; two-thirds of police officers in the sample have been police officers for at least 10 years (Table 1.2). They are also mostly male police officers (87%) and non-supervisors (69%; Table 1.2). They are primarily assigned to patrol (50%) and investigation (24%; Table 1.2). In terms of their education, our sample consists of educated police officers with about 60% having either a bachelor’s degree or a master’s/professional degree (Table 1.2).

### Table 1.2 Sample demographic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of service</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below 3 years</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>High-school degree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–10 years</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>Associate’s degree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–20 years</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 20 years</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>Master’s degree or professional degree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrol</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detectives/investigations</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special operations, community policing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervisory role</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of the Book

The policing profession is under a great deal of scrutiny and criticism. Given the decentralized nature of the police profession in the United States, and the level of current unrest that generates outbursts of violent behaviors toward and against police officers, regardless of their actual involvement in perceived or actual misconduct, it is critical to address these grievances from an empirically informed perspective. Nearly a quarter of a century ago, Klockars and colleagues (1997) launched a study of police integrity that focused on, among other factors, the source, scope, and prevalence of the code of silence. The code of silence was found in over 30 police departments throughout the United States (Klockars et al., 1997). Although its
scope and prevalence differed from one department to another, its existence was found to be empirically undeniable.

In the follow-up studies (Datzer et al., 2019; Donner et al., 2016, 2018, 2020; Ekenvall, 2003; Hickman et al., 2016; Kremer, 2000; Klockars et al., 2004, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998, 2000; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2000, 2019, 2020; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2008, 2010; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2011, 2012, 2013; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Long et al., 2013; Marche, 2009; Maskály et al., 2019; Micucci & Gomme, 2005; Pagon & Lobnikar, 2000, 2004; Porter & Prenzler, 2016; Schafer & Martinelli, 2008; Tasdoven & Kaya, 2014; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019; Westmarland, 2006; Westmarland & Rowe, 2018; Wu et al., 2018), researchers tied the code of silence and the explanations for its existence to a number of police officers’ individual traits and, even more importantly, to organizational traits of their respective police departments. This book builds upon this body of research and ties the current state of affairs, based on our case study, to the individual factors and organizational factors that influence the code of silence prevalent in the twenty-first century.

This book addresses the need to update our knowledge about the prevalence of the code of silence. It focuses on the empirical findings linked to the creation of the theory of police integrity and tests the importance of traditional measures of police integrity. In addition, it explores the effect of perceptions of self-legitimacy from the individual and organizational standpoints. It also links police integrity with the police officers’ perceptions of organizational justice and fair treatment by their supervisors. Finally, the book offers some insights for the path forward that are empirically, rather than emotionally driven.

Chapter 2 nests the code of silence within the discussion of police integrity. It starts by presenting an in-depth overview of the extant literature using the police integrity theory and the methodology developed by Klockars et al. (2004, 2006). Based on the data from one mid-sized police department in the United States, the chapter empirically examines the extent of the code of silence across 12 different scenarios depicting lapses in police integrity, including police corruption, use of excessive force, interpersonal deviance, and organizational deviance. It also explores the strength of respondents’ perceptions of organizational factors and demographic factors predicting adherence to the code of silence.

Chapter 3 expands the traditional police integrity approach by looking at the effect of disciplinary fairness on the code of silence. Based on the theoretical model by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (1998), the chapter tests three potential theoretical approaches hypothesizing the nature of the relationship between the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct and the evaluations of disciplinary fairness, namely the simple deterrence model, the simple justice model, and the discipline indifference model. The analyses in the chapter explore the effect of the perceptions of disciplinary fairness on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence while controlling for the traditional police integrity correlates.

Chapter 4 focuses on how the police officers’ willingness to report is shaped by their perceptions of organizational justice. The notion of organizational justice has been a key factor driving the relationship between the employees and their
organizations. A review of the extant literature indicates that police officers who believe that they receive fair treatment by their supervisors have higher levels of productivity, job satisfaction, and commitment to their organizations. The chapter builds on this body of literature by examining how perceptions of organizational justice relate to the adherence to the code of silence, while controlling for traditional police integrity variables.

Chapter 5 expands the police integrity approach by linking the police officers’ willingness to adhere to the code of silence and their perspectives of their own legitimacy as police officers. Research suggests that a police officer’s perception of self-legitimacy may influence how they interpret, evaluate, and respond to various situations. Hence, an emerging body of extant research suggests that the concept of self-legitimacy plays an important role in various outcomes associated with police officer attitudes and behaviors. The analyses in this chapter contribute to this body of literature by looking at the potential role that self-legitimacy may play in explaining why police officers decide to adhere to the code of silence.

Chapter 6 discusses the findings of a case study of a mid-size U.S. police agency in the context of extant research and elaborates on the lessons learned from our study. Based on an empirical study of the contours of the code of silence across behaviors that violate tenets of police integrity, including police corruption, use of excessive force, interpersonal deviance, and organizational deviance, the chapter illustrates the interconnectedness between the code of silence and the police agency’s organizational and cultural perspectives. The study emphasizes the role that the police officers’ cultural and organizational attitudes play in their willingness to adhere to the code of silence, from their perceptions of how willing other police officers are to report misconduct and the severity of the disciplinary threat that their police agency is making to their perceptions of self-legitimacy and organizational justice.
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Chapter 2
The Code of Silence and the Theory of Police Integrity

Abstract This chapter nests the code of silence within the discussion of police integrity. It starts by presenting an overview of the tenets of police integrity theory and the methodology developed by Klockars CB, Kutnjak Ivković S, Haberfeld MR (2004a) The contours of police integrity. In Klockars CB, Kutnjak Ivković S, Haberfeld M R (eds). The contours of police integrity. Sage, Thousand Oaks, p 1–18.; Klockars CB, Kutnjak Ivković S, Haberfeld MR (2004b) Police integrity in the United States of America. In Klockars CB, Kutnjak Ivković S, Haberfeld M R (eds). The contours of police integrity. Sage, Thousand Oaks, p 265–282. Based on the data from one mid-sized police department in the United States, the chapter examines the extent of the code of silence across 12 different scenarios depicting lapses in police integrity, including police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. Our findings show that the strength of the code of silence varies across scenarios and that it is negatively related to how serious misconduct is evaluated to be. The multivariate models indicate that the perceptions of organizational peer culture are the strongest factor affecting the respondents’ own willingness to report. In addition, other factors based on the police integrity theory—seriousness of police misconduct, assessment that the behavior violates official rules, and severity of expected discipline—are all related to the respondents’ expressed unwillingness to adhere to the code of silence.

Keywords Police · Code of silence · Police misconduct · Police integrity · Seriousness · Police culture · Discipline

Introduction

Both Westley (1970) and Bittner (1971) argued that, because police work is dangerous and the danger is unpredictable, police recruits are taught at the police academy and subsequently by their field training officers that they should rely on and trust only their fellow officers. Socialization into the police culture then implies that, if police recruits want to be trusted by their more experienced peers and receive
support when they need it, they should participate in the code of silence and keep close to their chest any information about police misconduct committed by fellow police officers.

The first empirical studies of the code in the United States could be traced back to Westley’s study of the police profession (1970). A substantial increase in scholarship exploring the code of silence started in the 1990s, upon revelations that the code of silence is present and is an obstacle in any serious police reform. At the time, the Mollen Commission (1994, p. 53) in New York reported that the code of silence was prevalent in the NYPD and described it as “the most significant barrier to effective corruption control.” Similarly, the Wood Commission in Australia (Wood, 1997) argued that the code of silence is a serious obstacle to a reform of the New South Wales Police Service. This was also the time when Klockars and colleagues (Klockars et al., 1997, 2000; Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004) proposed the theory of police integrity and developed the accompanying methodology, facilitating empirical studies of the code of silence.

This chapter utilizes the police integrity theory and the related methodology to explore the contours of police integrity in one U.S. police agency. We analyze the degree to which the code in this agency protects various forms of police misconduct, including police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. In the process, we also compare not only across different forms of police misconduct, but also across different levels of misconduct severity within each form of misconduct. In the subsequent multivariate analyses, we test the effects of traditional police integrity correlates on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. In particular, we explore the influence of organizational factors, such as severity of expected discipline, familiarity with official rules, and expectations of fellow police officers’ estimated willingness to report misconduct, on the police officers’ reluctance to report misconduct.

Studying the Code of Silence

Ever since Klockars and colleagues (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2004a, b, 2006) proposed this novel way of studying police misconduct, scholars across the world have used it to measure police integrity in general and the code of silence in particular. Specifically, the police integrity theory and the related methodology (e.g., Klockars et al., 1997, 2006; Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004) have been used to measure empirically the extent of the code of silence in about 30 countries across the world (for an overview, see Kutnjak Ivković, 2015a; see also Klockars et al., 2004a, b; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015a, b), spanning across continents (e.g., North America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia), legal traditions (e.g., civil-law tradition, common-law tradition, Islamic), and levels of economic development (e.g., developed countries, countries in transition).
A number of the countries included in the studies are established democracies, such as Australia (Porter et al., 2015), Austria (Edelbacher & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004), Belgium (Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019), Britain (Westmarland, 2004, 2005), Canada (Alain, 2004), Finland (Pounti et al., 2004), the Netherlands (Punch et al., 2004), Sweden (Torstensson Levander & Ekenvall, 2004), and the United States (e.g., Klockars et al., 1997, 2004b; Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2015). Extant research also included studies from countries in transition, such as Armenia (Khechumyan & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Kutnjak Ivković & Khechumyan, 2014), Bosnia and Herzegovina (Datzer et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2005, 2008), China (Wu & Makin, 2019), Croatia (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 2004; Kutnjak Ivković, 2015b; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016), Estonia (Vallmüür, 2015, 2019), Poland (Haberfeld, 2004), Russia (Cheloukhine et al., 2015), Serbia (Peacock et al., 2020), Slovenia (Lobnikar & Meško, 2015), and South Africa (Sauerman & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015).

Although the strength of the code seemed to vary across countries or clusters of countries, at least some presence of the code of silence has been detected in every country covered by empirical studies to date. As Klockars and colleagues (Klockars et al., 2004a, p. 13) summarized the findings of their 14-country comparison, “[p]erhaps the most dramatic finding that emerges from examining the contours of integrity concerns the worldwide prevalence of the code of silence.” To illustrate how diverse the contours of the code could be across the world, Klockars and colleagues (Klockars et al., 2004a, p. 17) further elaborated and emphasized that, in about one-third of the countries included in the study, “not a single incident out of the 11 incidents described in the survey would be very likely to be reported.” On the other hand, in about one-third of the countries included in the study most, but not all of the incidents would not be protected by the code.

After they designed the police corruption questionnaire and collected the U.S. data, Klockars and colleagues (Klockars et al., 2000, p. 10) argued that the police corruption questionnaire addresses just one aspect of police integrity and that “the second generation of this survey” (i.e., the police integrity questionnaire) will provide coverage of other forms of police misconduct as well. This comparative 14-country study—utilizing the police corruption questionnaire—revealed substantial differences in the extent of the code of silence in terms of protecting different forms of police corruption (Klockars et al., 2004a). The subsequent 10-country study, based on the police integrity questionnaire (Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015b), provided further support to the claim that the extent of the code of silence varies greatly across the world and empirically confirmed that this conclusion holds not only for police corruption, but for other forms of police misconduct as well. However, no study to date of which we are aware has used the third version of the survey, one that incorporates an even wider range of scenarios—scenarios including examples of police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance—to study the contours of the code of silence.
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Organizational Correlates

The theory of police integrity (Klockars et al., 1997, 2000, 2004a, b, 2006) is organizational in nature, stating that the police agency has a critical role in shaping the level of police integrity among its employees. To that end, as Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (2004) were developing the theory and the related methodological approach, they introduced measures of these organizational components.

The first dimension of the theory focuses on the official rules and the way in which they are made by the administration, communicated to the police officers, and supported by them (Klockars et al., 2000, 2004a, b, 2006). The specific questions measuring this first dimension of the theory focus on the police officers’ perceptions of misconduct seriousness and their familiarity with the official rules. Starting with the first survey conducted using this theoretical and methodological approach (Klockars et al., 2000), studies have consistently shown that the extent of the code of silence and the police officers’ own evaluations of misconduct seriousness are strongly and negatively related (Cheloukhine et al., 2015; Haberfeld, 2004; Hickman et al., 2016; Khechumyan & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Klockars et al., 1997, 2004a, b, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2013, 2018; Kutnjak Ivković & Khechymian, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković, Peacock, & Haberfeld, 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Lobnikar & Meško, 2015; Long et al., 2013; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Maskály et al., 2019; Pagon & Lobnikar, 2000; Peacock et al., 2020; Porter & Prenzler, 2016; Vallmüür, 2015; Westmarland, 2006; Wu & Makin, 2019). This was the case not only within each country studied, but also across countries (e.g., Andreescu et al., 2012; Huberts et al., 2003; Klockars et al., 2004a; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015a, b; Pagon et al., 2000). The most recent comparative study (Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015b) showed that the examples of police misconduct evaluated as the least serious, such as the acceptance of gratuities and a verbal abuse of citizens, are more likely to be protected by the code of silence than the examples of police misconduct evaluated as the most serious, such as stealing from a crime scene and abusing deadly force.

Evaluations of whether the example of police misconduct violates official rules constitute another measure of the first dimension of police integrity. The relationship between the police officers’ familiarity with official rules and their willingness to stick to the code of silence has not been explored as frequently. However, the results show that familiarity with official rules is not such a strong predictor (e.g., Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Peacock et al., 2020; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019). In a U.S. study exploring the effects of familiarity with official rules on the code of silence (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018), familiarity with official rules was significant in about one-half of the scenarios, but the effects disappeared in multivariate models in which other organizational variables have been included. Similarly, in a study of Belgian police officers, Van Droogenbroeck et al. (2019) discovered that familiarity...
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with official rules was completely mediated through the perceived willingness to report by fellow police officers.

The second dimension of the theory focuses on the control mechanisms (Klockars et al., 2000, 2004a, b, 2006). Questions about the appropriate discipline and expected discipline (i.e., the discipline respondents anticipate that the police agency would mete out) measure this dimension (Klockars et al., 2000, 2004a, b, 2006). The severity of the expected discipline seems to be negatively related to the strength of the code of silence (e.g., Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2008; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Peacock et al., 2020; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011).

The third dimension of the theory focuses on the code of silence. The related methodology not only incorporates a question measuring the code of silence, but also contains a question measuring police officers’ views about their peers’ adherence to the code of silence. Specifically, the question measures perceptions about the most police officers’ willingness to report misconduct. In extant literature, this measure was viewed as the measure of organizational culture within the police agency (e.g., Porter & Prezler, 2019), a deviant climate within the police organization (e.g., Lim & Sloan, 2016), and endorsement of peers (Long et al., 2013). Extant research uniformly shows that in multivariate models the estimates of peers’ willingness to report are the most consistent and the strongest predictor of the respondents’ own expressed willingness to report (Hickman et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2019; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Long et al., 2013; Peacock et al., 2020; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019).

**Individual Correlates**

The effect of several individual correlates has been previously tested in multivariate models of the code of silence. When included in the models, supervisory status is typically correlated with the respondents’ own expressed willingness to report in most scenarios (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Long et al., 2013; Peacock et al., 2020), although some studies found it to be less significant (e.g., Lim & Sloan, 2016; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019). Assignment was also included in a few studies and yielded mixed results (e.g., Lim & Sloan, 2016; Long et al., 2013). In multivariate models, the length of service was typically found to be a non-significant predictor (Hickman et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Peacock et al., 2020; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019), occasionally displaying significance in some specific scenarios (e.g., Long et al., 2013).

These individual correlates also included demographic characteristics. Respondents’ gender was rarely included in the multivariate models; when it was included, it was consistently shown to be unrelated to the respondents’ willingness to report (Hickman et al., 2016; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019). Police officers’ education is rarely explored in these models. Lim and Sloan (2016) found that it had
a significant effect in only one out of the four types of scenarios. Similarly, Datzer et al. (2019) found that the educational level is not related to the police officers’ expressed willingness to report, while the type of education (i.e., police-related education vs. general education) is.

This Chapter

Extant research on the code of silence has demonstrated that organizational variables are critical predictors, whereas individual characteristics are not such strong predictors of the police officers’ expressed willingness to report. However, all prior studies of the code of silence have utilized the first police corruption questionnaire or the second police integrity questionnaire, but none have used the new version of the police integrity questionnaire that contains scenarios representing four types of police misconduct. This chapter follows in the footsteps of the traditional police integrity approach and incorporates traditional measures of police integrity in the analyses. At the same time, it expands the existing literature by exploring the effects of these critical variables in the scenarios describing not only police corruption and the use of excessive force, which have traditionally been used in the police integrity literature, but also in the scenarios of organizational deviance and interpersonal deviance, which have not been explored previously in the literature.

Methodology

Sample

In 2018/2019, we have surveyed police officers from a U.S. medium-size municipal police agency serving an urban community. The sample includes 148 police officers, both line officers and supervisors. For a detailed description of the characteristics of our sample and police agency, please see Chap. 1.

Measures

The analyses in this chapter are based on the results of the new version of the police integrity questionnaire (Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019) that includes scenarios dealing with police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. Upon reading the description of each scenario, the respondents were asked seven identical questions, targeting the respondents’ perceptions of misconduct seriousness, their familiarity with the
official rules, views about appropriate and expected discipline, and expressed willingness to report misconduct. For details, please see Chap. 1.

**Dependent Variable**

Our measure of the respondents’ adherence to the code of silence—their own willingness to report misconduct—is based on the question asking the respondents to assess whether they would be willing to report the misconduct described in the scenario. The respondents could have selected an answer from a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 = “definitely would not report” to 5 = “definitely would report.” The responses were ultimately collapsed into two categories; values of 1 and 2 were coded as a 1 (i.e., adhere to the code of silence) and values of 3 through 5 were recoded as a 0 (i.e., not adhering to the code of silence). However, for the most severe scenarios depicting corruption (theft from a burglary scene) and excessive force (shooting a suspect in the back), we coded the variable differently: values 1 through 3 were coded as 1 (i.e., adhering to the code of silence) and values 4 and 5 were coded as 0 (i.e., not adhering to the code of silence).

The decision to code the answers in the most severe scenarios differently was made for three reasons. First, the bulk of the prior literature studying the code of silence has opted to collapse the variables in this manner. Thus, to make our results comparable with prior research we scaled our analyses the same way. Second, the distribution of willingness to report was definitively not uniform nor consistent across scenarios, which causes methodological problems for estimating multivariate effects. In other words, leaving the ordered version of the dependent variable almost ubiquitously violated the proportional odds assumption that is at the key of ordered logistic regression models (Long & Freese, 2014). Finally, when we looked at the distribution of responses, there was evidence of a Jenks break in the data, whereby there were two homogenous subgroups within the data that represented the respondents better than the initial five categories. This is not uncommon in Likert data, where participants frequently make a distinction without a difference (Davis, 1987).

**Organizational Independent Variables**

We have included several organizational variables in our models. The respondents were first asked to provide their own evaluations of misconduct seriousness. Possible answers to this question ranged on a 5-point Likert-type scale from 1 = “not at all serious” to 5 = “very serious.”

The respondents were also asked whether they think that the behavior violates official rules. Possible answers to the question about familiarity with the official rules ranged on a 5-point scale from 1 = “definitely not” to 5 = “definitely yes.”

There were also two questions about the discipline. The first question asked the respondents to share their views of the appropriate discipline for each example of
police misconduct, while the next question asked them about their estimates of the expected discipline. In both questions, the respondents could have selected one of the six possible answers: 1 = “none” [no discipline], 2 = “verbal reprimand,” 3 = “written reprimand,” 4 = “period of suspension,” 5 = “demotion in rank,” 6 = “dismissal.” For our multivariate models, we recoded the expected discipline into three categories: no discipline (1 = “no discipline” or 2 = “verbal reprimand”), some discipline (3 = “written reprimand,” 4 = “suspension,” and 5 = “demotion in rank”), and dismissal (6 = “dismissal”).

We have also included another organizational variable that measures police officers’ estimates of most police officers’ willingness to report. The question asked the respondents to predict how likely most police officers in their police agency would be to report misconduct. The respondents could have selected one answer from a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 = “definitely would not report” to 5 = “definitely would report.”

**Individual Independent Variables**

We have included several variables measuring respondents’ demographic characteristics into the questionnaire: their length of service, gender, assignment, supervisory status, and education.

**Analytic Strategy**

The analytic strategy for this chapter proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, we look at the contours of the code of silence across each of the scenarios. Specifically, we look at the distribution of the code of silence for each of the scenarios. In the second stage of the analyses, we build multivariate regression models that can predict the effects of the organizational independent variables on the code of silence, net of the other independent variables in the model.

Unlike larger datasets that can include many independent variables, we are limited by our sample size (N = 148). Logistic regression models require quite a bit of data to yield consistent and stable results. This is because the maximum likelihood estimator that is at the heart of the logistic regression makes assumptions about asymptotic normality, which is frequently violated without sufficient data (Ngunyi et al., 2014). While several recommendations have been developed for determining how many cases per variable are needed to include in a model, generally 20 observations per independent variable are required (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2019). In this case, our analyses would be limited to seven independent variables.

However, recent advancements in computational processing power allow scholars to make use of alternative estimation techniques in the family of machine learning, notably penalized regression models (Dezeure et al., 2015). These models add an extra constraint to the estimation equation such that the addition of more
variables is more difficult (Friedman et al., 2010). We utilized LASSO regression models—one of the three primary forms of penalized regression (i.e., ridge regression, LASSO regression, and elastic net regression). The LASSO stands for the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator that estimates a penalty term ($\lambda$), which is a sum of all of the absolute coefficients in the model (Friedman et al., 2010). The benefit of the LASSO model is for the situations in which there is a high ratio of $k$ (number of independent variables) to $n$ (number of observations). Thus, the LASSO regression approach will allow us to use all of the information to develop the best subset of predictors to explain the dependent variable (Kammer et al., 2020). We use an extension of the LASSO model that allows for causal inferences to be made from the data, using the xpologit package in Stata 16.

At all stages of the multivariate analyses, we include all the independent variables and control variables that could be associated with a person’s willingness to report misconduct. Given the design of the questionnaire, which seeks to promote honest reporting among officers by minimizing the risk that they could be identified through their survey responses, we have a limited number of control variables to select from. Specifically, we include gender (“female” vs. “male”), assignment (“patrol officers” vs. “other assignments”), length of employment, education (as a 4-level ordinal variable from high school, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree, or master’s degree or higher), and supervisory status (“yes” vs. “no”). The LASSO estimator will consider whether all variables in the model, independent and control, bring additional explanatory power to the model. In the tables below, there are no parameter estimates for these control variables as they do not yield additional explanatory power beyond the independent variables because they increase the value of the penalty term, $\lambda$.

Results

**Contours of the Code of Silence**

The respondents’ expressed willingness to report misconduct varies greatly across the scenarios (Table 2.1), suggesting that the code of silence does not protect all misconduct equally. On the one hand, the respondents were least likely to say that they would protect a theft from a burglary scene, shooting the suspect in the back, and a supervisory failure to stop the beating (Ranks 1 to 3 in Table 2.1). The percent of the respondents who would protect such misconduct in silence is less than 20% and, for the two scenarios, actually well below 10% (Adhering to the Code of Silence in Table 2.1). On the other hand, the respondents were most likely to say that they would not report a colleague who yelled at co-workers, falsely reported being sick, and accepted gifts (Ranks 10–12 in Table 2.1). Over two-thirds of the respondents said that they would cover up such behaviors (Adhering to the Code of Silence in Table 2.1). The respondents’ willingness to report misconduct is closely
Table 2.1 Contours of the code of silence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1- Definitely would not report</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5- Definitely would report</th>
<th>Adhering to code of silence (sum of 1–3)$a$</th>
<th>Rank code</th>
<th>Mean seriousness</th>
<th>Rank Ser.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corruption</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting gifts</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft from burglary scene</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing supervisor errands</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>36.0%</td>
<td>49.8%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excessive use of force</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shooting suspect in back</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbally abusing citizen</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor fails to stop beating</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational deviance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>33.4%</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False sick report</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False overtime reporting</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpersonal deviance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling sexist jokes</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelling at coworkers</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False rumors about coworker</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Because there are so few respondents who selected an answer other than “5” for “theft from burglary scene” and “shooting suspect in back,” the distribution for these two scenarios was very skewed and, for the purposes of multivariate analyses, we dichotomized the variables differently for these two scenarios (1–4 vs. 5) than we did for all other scenarios (1–3 vs. 4–5).

related to their perceptions of how serious the misconduct is (Table 2.1): there was a very strong correlation between the ranking of scenarios based on the respondents’ willingness to report and the ranking of scenarios based on the respondents’ assessments of scenario seriousness (Spearman’s rho = .993, $p < .001$).

There is also a substantial variation in the respondents’ expressed willingness to report within each type of misconduct. Within police corruption, stealing from a crime scene was expected to be much less protected by the code than accepting gratuities (Table 2.1). While about one-half or more police officers would protect the acceptance of gratuities (65%) and running errands for a supervisor (50%), only
a small proportion of police officers would tolerate a theft from a crime scene in silence (5%). There is also a substantial variation within the three scenarios describing the abuse of force. In particular, the majority of the respondents would cover a police officer who verbally abused a citizen (57%), but only less than 20% would protect a supervisor who did not stop the beating and less than 10% would not report a fellow officer who abused deadly force (Table 2.1). Within scenarios describing organizational deviance, only a minority of the officers would protect false overtime reporting in silence (37%), while about one-half of the respondents (52%) would cover a fellow officer’s DUI accident and the overwhelming majority (73%) would protect a fellow police officer who falsely reported sick. The variation existed in the scenarios of interpersonal deviance as well; a minority of the respondents (33%) would not report an officer who was telling sexist jokes, but the majority would not report an officer who was spreading false rumors in the agency (58%) or yelling at co-workers (86%).

The Effects of Police Integrity Measures on the Code of Silence

We next looked at the multivariate results from the LASSO models to explain what factors affect officers’ adherence to the code of silence. To aid in the interpretation of the results, we group the results based on the type of misconduct (i.e., corruption, excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance).

Police Corruption

The results from all scenarios dealing with police corruption are generally consistent with prior police integrity literature (Table 2.2). To begin with, respondents who believe that other police officers are more likely to adhere to the code of silence are also more likely to say that they would adhere to the code themselves. However, this effect is not consistent in magnitude across all types of scenarios, whereby the effect of perceived others’ adherence to the code is the weakest—yet still significant and rather large in magnitude—for receiving gifts and the strongest for supervisory corruption.

Likewise, we see that either a recognition that a particular act is a violation of policy (odds ratio (OR) = 0.42, \( p < .001 \)) or an evaluation of an act as serious (OR = 0.36, \( p < .001 \)) is negatively associated with the code of silence. The direction of the effects for these two variables is consistent for supervisory errands, but only significant for recognition that this act is a violation of policy (OR = 0.66, \( p < .05 \)). We cannot estimate these parameters for the situation depicting the theft from a burglary scene because the act is almost universally noted as a violation of policy and something that is seen as very serious by our respondents. Yet, some officers report they will adhere to the code of silence even in this case (OR = 43.88, \( p < .001 \)).
We also explored the effect of perceptions of discipline severity on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. The results suggest that in all three corruption scenarios, compared to the officers who indicated that some intermediate discipline is expected, officers who expected no discipline were more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence, with the effect being most pronounced for the scenario depicting theft from a burglary scene (OR = 16.59, \( p < .001 \)). This suggests that officers who expect no discipline are unlikely to come forward and report these sorts of behaviors. On the other hand, the respondents who expected dismissal were only significantly more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence in the case depicting supervisory corruption (OR = 2.85, \( p < .001 \)).

### Table 2.2 The code of silence and police integrity theory estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corruption</th>
<th>Excessive force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>Theft from burglary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.19***</td>
<td>43.88***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td>Supervisor errands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>86.57***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td>Shooting suspect in the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.36***</td>
<td>172.72***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline(^a)</td>
<td>Verbally abusing citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.55***</td>
<td>83.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal(^b)</td>
<td>Failing to report beating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 (df) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378.5 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational deviance</td>
<td>Interpersonal deviance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>False sick report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.89***</td>
<td>False overtime reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td>Telling sexist jokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td>Yelling at coworkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td>Spreading false rumors about coworker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline(^b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal(^b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 (df) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325.03 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( = p < .05, \quad \* = p < .01, \quad \*** = p < .001 \)

- parameters excluded due to collinearity

\(^a\) Reference category is “intermediate discipline”
Use of Excessive Force

Next, we look at the results for the scenarios depicting situations of excessive force, also presented in Table 2.2. Again, in all three scenarios, we see that the belief that others will adhere to the code of silence is a robust predictor of officers saying that they would personally adhere to the code of silence. Furthermore, the magnitude of this effect across all three excessive force scenarios is among the strongest effects for this variable across all scenarios in this chapter.

Additionally, in two of the scenarios we see that officers who acknowledge that these situations are a violation of department policy are less likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence, except for the situation depicting the supervisor who failed to stop a beating, although this was not significant (OR = 1.18, p > .05). Universally, officers who think these sorts of situations are serious are less likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence. The magnitude of the effect corresponds with the general rank seriousness of the events. In other words, the strongest effect of seriousness is seen in the situation involving the most serious conduct (i.e., shooting a suspect in the back; OR = 0.01, p < .001), followed by failing to report a beating (OR = 0.05, p < .001), and it is the lowest in magnitude for verbally abusing a citizen (OR = 0.31, p < .001).

Turning to the effect of discipline severity, the pattern of findings is complicated. Notably, compared to the police officers who expected some intermediate discipline, officers who expected no discipline seemed to have a lower likelihood of adhering to the code of silence for the scenario depicting the use of deadly force (OR = 0.01, p < .001), whereas they have a higher likelihood of adhering to the code of silence for the scenario depicting a verbal abuse of a citizen (OR = 1.98, p < .01). There was no significant effect for the scenario depicting the beating of a suspect (OR = 0.60, p > .05). Conversely, compared to the respondents who selected some intermediate discipline, the respondents who selected dismissal were more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence in the scenario with the verbal abuse of a citizen (OR = 10.29, p < .001) and in the scenario describing a failure to report a beating (OR = 3.17, p < .01).

Organizational Deviance

Next, we turn to the results for the scenarios depicting organizational deviance presented in Table 2.2. Across scenarios, consistent with prior research, feeling that others will adhere to the code of silence is a consistent, significant, and strong predictor that an officer will adhere to the code of silence in all three scenarios. Additionally, we see the familiar pattern that those officers who find the actions depicted in these scenarios as more serious are less likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence. Recognizing the actions as a violation of departmental policy shows different effects depending on the scenario. For the scenarios of covering up the DUI crash of a fellow officer (OR = 0.75, p < .05) and false sick report (OR = 0.74, p < .05) the recognition that this is a policy violation decreases
adherence to the code of silence. However, recognizing that filing a false overtime report is a violation of department policy is positively related to adhering to the code of silence (OR = 2.45, \( p < .001 \)).

Unlike prior scenario types, there is only one scenario where the type of expected discipline exerts a significant effect. Notably, we see that, compared to the officers who expected some intermediate discipline, officers who expected no discipline (OR = 27.71, \( p < .001 \)) were more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence in the scenario depicting the false sick report. Additionally, compared to the officers who expected some intermediate discipline, officers who expected dismissal were less likely to say that they would adhere to the code in case of an officer who falsely called in sick to work (OR = 0.25, \( p < .05 \)). There are no significant, or even consistent, patterns of findings for the expected discipline variables in the other two organizational deviance scenarios.

**Interpersonal Deviance**

Finally, we look at the results from *interpersonal deviance*, shown in Table 2.2. We see the familiar pattern that the anticipated other officers’ adherence to the code of silence is consistently, significantly, and positively related to their own willingness to adhere to the code of silence. We also see that officers who perceive these situations as serious are universally less likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence. The effect for the variable recognizing the act as a violation of department policy does not yield consistent results: one scenario shows a negative effect (spreading false rumors about coworker, OR = 0.37, \( p < .001 \)), one has a positive effect (yelling at coworkers, OR = 2.73, \( p < .001 \)), and one has a null effect (telling sexist jokes, OR = 1.22, \( p > .05 \)).

The results for discipline again present a complicated pattern of results. We see that, compared to the officers who expected some intermediate discipline, officers who expected no discipline were more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence in all three scenarios (Table 2.2). The same pattern of results is seen for dismissal compared to an intermediate discipline, although the effect is only statistically significant for the scenario depicting the spreading of false rumors about a coworker (OR = 8.47, \( p < .05 \)).

**Conclusion**

Our results show that the code of silence exists among the police officers in the police agency we study. Such a finding should not be surprising, having in mind that the code of silence is a universal phenomenon that the police integrity research was able to document since the 1990s (e.g., Klockars et al., 2000, 2004a, b; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015a, b, 2019). A more pressing question is how strong the code of silence is in the police agency included in our case study. Apart from two
scenarios describing blatant examples of not only police misconduct, but serious criminal conduct, at least 20% of police officers would protect in silence all other examples of police misconduct in our questionnaire. While this percent may not look high, it very vividly indicates that the code of silence is not only present, but also strong. Whereas this percentage may not seem overwhelming, one-fifth of a police agency could constitute a large number of police officers, and even a single officer’s engagement in misconduct, particularly when it involves the abuse of deadly force and/or racism, may generate strong reactions, including riots, destructions, and a tremendous pushback against police legitimacy and integrity.

Our results show that the code of silence is not a flat prohibition of reporting and that the police officers’ expressed willingness to report is strongly related to how serious they perceive misconduct to be: the more serious they evaluate the misconduct, the less likely they are to say that they would protect it by the code of silence. Although the new police integrity questionnaire has expanded the types of police misconduct included in the questionnaire, our results fit well with the already established line of research focusing primarily on police corruption and the use of excessive force, demonstrating the interconnectedness between the perceptions of seriousness and the expressed willingness to report misconduct (Cheloukhine et al., 2015; Haberfeld, 2004; Hickman et al., 2016; Khechumyan & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Klockars et al., 1997, 2004a, b, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2013, 2018; Kutnjak Ivković & Khechymian, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković, Peacock, & Haberfeld, 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Lobnikar & Meško, 2015; Long et al., 2013; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Maskály et al., 2019; Pagon & Lobnikar, 2000; Peacock et al., 2020; Porter & Prenzler, 2016; Vallmüür, 2015; Westmarland, 2006; Wu & Makin, 2019).

Perceptions of how other police officers would react—whether they would adhere to the code of silence or not—are one of the strongest and definitely most consistent predictors of the respondents’ own determination to adhere to the code of silence. Our findings of an influential organizational culture are consistent with prior research about the code of silence that has demonstrated the close connection between our own anticipated behavior and the expected behavior of the peer group (Hickman et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018; Kutnjak Ivković, Haberfeld, Cajner Mraović, et al., 2019; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Long et al., 2013; Peacock et al., 2020; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019). Indeed, police officers feel that they are a part of the police culture and they seem dependent upon what they anticipate that their peers would do.

The effects of the expected discipline severity are uniform neither across all types of misconduct nor within each type of misconduct. On the one hand, in the scenarios describing police corruption and interpersonal deviance, expecting no discipline compared to some intermediate discipline increased the likelihood that officers would say that they adhere to the code of silence. On the other hand, such a relationship was not as prominent or even in the same direction for some of the scenarios describing the use of excessive force and organizational deviance.

Similarly, when we analyzed the effect of discipline severity within each type of misconduct, we found, for example, that, compared to intermediate discipline,
dismissal was linked with higher adherence to the code of silence for the scenarios describing an instance of verbal abuse of a citizen and for the scenario describing a failure to report a beating, but not for the scenario describing the abuse of deadly force. These findings are particularly salient given the national conversation around the police use of force, especially deadly force. These results could represent a backlash to the enhanced scrutiny that police officers are currently experiencing. Also, it is troubling that disciplining this type of behavior more seriously could have deleterious effects on officers’ willingness to report this type of misconduct.

While the severity of the expected discipline seems to be an important factor for the respondents’ decision whether to adhere to the code of silence in a number of scenarios, our present analyses do not reveal how fair the respondents evaluated this expected discipline and, even more importantly for the purposes of our study, whether their perceptions of discipline fairness are related to their willingness to report. In the next chapter, we turn our attention to the issue of discipline fairness and its effect on the police officers’ determination to adhere to the code of silence.
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Chapter 3
The Code of Silence and Disciplinary Fairness

Abstract This chapter expands the police integrity approach by focusing on the link between the evaluations of disciplinary fairness and the code of silence. Based on the writings by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (The code of silence and the Croatian police. In Pagon M (ed) Policing in central and Eastern Europe: organizational, managerial, and human resource aspects. College of Police and Security Studies, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 329–347, 1998), this chapter presents three potential theoretical approaches hypothesizing the relationship between police officers’ willingness to report misconduct and disciplinary fairness. We rely on the data from one mid-sized police department in the United States to test the effects across 12 scenarios depicting police corruption, use of excessive force, interpersonal deviance, and organizational deviance. Our multivariate models show that perceptions of disciplinary fairness are independently related to the police officers’ willingness to adhere to the code of silence. Discipline that is viewed as too harsh does not entice police officers to report; rather, in such cases, police officers are more likely to say that they would not report than police officers who evaluated discipline as fair. The effects are not as clear for the cases in which police officers evaluated discipline as too lenient.

Keywords Police · Code of silence · Police misconduct · Police integrity · Discipline · Dismissal · Fairness · Distributive fairness

Introduction

Empirical work in this book is grounded in the police integrity theory and the related methodology (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 1997, 2000, 2004, 2006). Since Klockars and colleagues (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 2000, 2004, 2006) proposed the theory of police integrity and designed an empirical way to measure integrity, many scholars across the world have relied on it to assess the level of police integrity in their national or local police agencies (Alain, 2004; Cheloukhine et al., 2015; Edelbacher & Kutnjak Ivković,
Although the key pillars of discipline fairness measurement have been incorporated in the early traditional police integrity approach (Klockars et al., 1997), it was the first extension of the work by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998) in which the topic of disciplinary fairness was included in the police integrity discussions. In particular, Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998) hypothesized what the potential influence of the evaluations of disciplinary fairness should be on the police officers’ willingness to report misconduct. Starting from the early writings by Klockars and colleagues (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Klockars et al., 2000), the issue of disciplinary fairness has been included in police integrity research, albeit not to the same extent as more traditional measures of police integrity. A handful of subsequent studies that utilized this approach provided mixed results (e.g., Datzer et al., 2019, Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016b; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2005, 2007, 2010).

This chapter relies on the police integrity theory and the accompanying methodology to assess the relationship between the code of silence and the perceptions of discipline fairness. Following the approach developed by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998), we empirically test the nature of the relationship along three proposed theoretical models. In the process, we also study this relationship not only across different forms of police misconduct, but also across different levels of misconduct severity within each form of misconduct. In the subsequent multivariate analyses, we test the effect of the perceptions of disciplinary fairness and traditional police integrity correlates on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. In particular, while controlling for the influence of organizational factors (e.g., evaluations of misconduct seriousness, severity of expected discipline, familiarity with official rules, expectations of fellow police officers’ estimated willingness to report misconduct), we assess the importance of the respondents’ evaluations of disciplinary fairness for their reluctance to report misconduct.

**Discipline Fairness and Police Integrity**

Although the theory of police integrity (Klockars & Kutnjak Ivković, 2004; Klockars et al., 1997, 2000, 2004, 2006) does not directly link discipline fairness and police integrity (e.g., Klockars et al., 1997), a framework has been established for the exploration of the relationship between the respondents’ expressed willingness to
report and the perceptions of organizational distributive discipline fairness (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998).

**Theoretical Approaches**

Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998) argued that the police officers’ evaluations of discipline their police agency will mete out for a specific violation of the official rules should be related to their willingness to report misconduct. To test this relationship, they proposed three models in which the perceptions of disciplinary fairness could be related to the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Fig. 3.1).

The first model—simplified deterrence—assumes that discipline harshness is the primary reason why police officers would be willing to report misconduct. It implies that the harsher the discipline, the more likely police officers are to report misconduct. Hence, the proportion of police officers willing to report misconduct would be the highest for the police officers who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh and would be the lowest for the police officers who evaluated the expected discipline as too lenient. It is a simplified model because it takes into account only discipline severity but omits both its celerity and certainty (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998).

The second model—discipline indifferent—simply assumes that there is no relationship between the police officers’ willingness to report and their evaluations of

![Fig. 3.1 Hypothetical effect of discipline fairness on willingness to report under three theoretical models](image-url)
discipline fairness. Hence, the proportion of police officers adhering to the code of silence is the same, regardless of how fair they evaluated the expected discipline to be. Kutnjak Ivković and Klockars (1998) offered reasons that may explain this relationship. To begin with, although police officers may think that the discipline is harsh, this evaluation would have no effect on their willingness to report because they believe that the certainty of receiving any discipline from their police agency is rather low. Alternatively, the code may be so strong that any potential effects of discipline harshness would be lost on it.

The third model—simple justice—assumes that the police officers’ primary motivation for reporting misconduct lies in the fact that they want to see misconduct disciplined justly or fairly (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998). Hence, the percent of police officers willing to report misconduct would be higher among those evaluating the discipline as fair than among those who are evaluating the discipline as too harsh. However, the prediction for the right side of the graph is less clear; Kutnjak Ivković and Klockars (1998, p. 335) argue that, “[t]he motive of simple justice would offer no reason for increased reporting of misconduct under conditions of excessive leniency.” It is quite possible that the relation could remain flat or become negative when discipline is evaluated as too lenient.

**Empirical Measurement of Discipline Fairness**

The empirical measures of discipline fairness are based on the second dimension of the theory of police integrity, which focuses on the police agency’s control efforts and their influence on the level of police integrity in the police agency. Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (2004) developed two questions tapping into this theoretical dimension. First, they asked the respondents to state what they think that the appropriate discipline is for the examples of misconduct described in the questionnaire. Second, they asked the respondents to predict what discipline their police agency would mete out for a police officer who engaged in such misconduct. Subtracting the expected discipline from the appropriate discipline determines how fair the respondent is evaluating the severity of the expected discipline. If the difference is zero, the respondent is evaluating the discipline as fair. On the one hand, if the difference is negative, the respondent evaluates the expected discipline as too harsh. Finally, if the difference is positive, the respondent evaluates the expected discipline as too lenient.

The difference between the answers to the questions about the appropriate and the expected discipline can range from −4 to +4 (Fig. 3.1). However, Kutnjak Ivković and Klockars (1998) pointed out that these are ordinal scales. Accordingly, instead of comparing the respondents’ willingness to report for each numeric value, they condensed the respondents into three categories: (1) the respondents who evaluated the discipline as too harsh (values −4 to −1), (2) the respondents who evaluated the discipline as fair (value 0), and (3) the respondents who evaluated the
discipline as *too lenient* (values +1 to +4). The studies that tested the relationship between the code of silence and perceptions of disciplinary fairness typically followed this classification.

**Studying the Relationship Between the Code of Silence and Perceptions of Disciplinary Fairness**

In their original paper, Kutnjak Ivković and Klockars (1998) reported that, compared to the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh, the respondents who evaluated it as fair were much more willing to say that they would report misconduct. Hence, they found consistent evidence supporting the simple justice model. On the other hand, a comparison between the respondents who perceived the expected discipline as fair and those who evaluated it as too lenient yielded small differences, suggesting in most of the scenarios at best a modest and positive relationship between willingness to report and perceptions of fairness, a finding indicative of the simple justice model as well.

Several subsequent studies tested the model and reported mixed results. When they focused on the left side of the graph (comparing the expressed willingness to report by the respondents who perceived the expected discipline as too harsh with those who evaluated the expected discipline as fair), some of the studies from Bosnia and Herzegovina (Datzer et al., 2019), the Czech Republic (Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2007, 2010), and the United States (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016b) provided support for the simple justice model. On the other hand, studies from South Africa (Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2013) and older studies from Bosnia and Herzegovina (Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2005) provided evidence supporting the discipline indifferent model. In both countries, the code of silence was very strong at the time of the study, and it seems that perceptions of the expected discipline harshness at the time would have had no significant effect on the police officers’ willingness to report.

When these police integrity studies focused on the right side of the graph (comparing the expressed willingness to report by the respondents who perceived the expected discipline as fair with those who evaluated the expected discipline as too lenient), the results were more uniform. Although occasionally some scenarios seem to fit the simple justice model or the simple deterrence model, in the overwhelming majority of the scenarios the model of discipline indifference works best (Datzer et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016b; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2005, 2007, 2010). In other words, the percentage of the respondents willing to report misconduct does not depend on whether they evaluated the discipline as fair or too lenient. It seems that, on this side of the graph, discipline harshness does not matter as much as does its certainty.
This Chapter

This chapter expands the traditional police integrity approach toward the study of the code of silence by adding the measures of discipline fairness into the models. Extant research exploring the relationship between the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct and their perceptions of disciplinary fairness has yielded mixed results. If perceptions of disciplinary fairness were found to be related to the code of silence, the relationship mostly appears to fit the simple justice model because police officers who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh seem to be less likely to say that they would report than the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as fair. On the other hand, if police officers perceived the expected discipline as too lenient, they seem to be as likely to say that they would report as police officers who evaluated the expected discipline as fair, thus typically fitting the no relationship, discipline indifferent model. This chapter utilizes the same approach in the study of the relationship between the code of silence and perceptions of disciplinary fairness. It expands the existing literature by exploring this relationship not only for the traditional police corruption and the use of excessive force scenarios, but also for the organizational deviance and interpersonal deviance scenarios. We first explore the nature of the bivariate relationship and then engage in multivariate models, in which this relationship is explored while controlling for the traditional police integrity measures.

Methodology

Sample

In 2018/2019, we have surveyed police officers from a medium-size municipal police agency in the United States. Our sample of 148 police officers comes from a municipal police agency that serves an urban community. For a detailed description of the characteristics of our sample and police agency, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

Measures

The analyses in this chapter assess the effect of the respondents’ perceptions of disciplinary fairness on their willingness to adhere to the code of silence. All measures are included in the new version of the police integrity questionnaire (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2019) that includes scenarios dealing with police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. After they read the description of misconduct in each of the scenarios, the respondents answered seven questions. These questions asked them to evaluate examples of
police misconduct and state how serious they evaluate the misconduct, whether they perceive that it violates official rules, what they think that the appropriate discipline should be, what discipline they think that their police agency would mete out, and how willing they would be to report the misconduct. For details, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

**Dependent Variable**

Our measure of the respondents’ adherence to the code of silence, based on their own willingness to report misconduct, is asking the respondents to assess whether they would be willing to report misconduct described in the scenario. The respondents could have selected an answer from a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 = “definitely would not report” to 5 = “definitely would report.” The responses were ultimately collapsed into two categories, with values of 1 and 2 recoded as 1 (i.e., adhere to the code of silence) and values of 3 through 5 recoded as 0. There are two exceptions to this rule. In particular, for the most severe scenarios depicting corruption (theft from a burglary scene) and excessive force (shooting a suspect in the back), we recoded 1 through 3 as 1 (i.e., adhering to the code of silence) and 4 and 5 as 0. For details, please see Chap. 2.

**Organizational Independent Variables**

We have included several organizational variables in our models. They include measures of the respondents’ own evaluations of misconduct seriousness, their estimates of whether the misconduct described in the scenario violates official rules, their estimates of appropriate and expected discipline, and their estimates of most police officers’ willingness to report. For a more detailed description, please see Chap. 2.

**Disciplinary Fairness Independent Variables**

The discipline fairness measure was obtained by deducting the respondents’ answers to the question about the expected discipline from their answer to the question about the appropriate discipline. There are six possible answers to the questions about expected and appropriate discipline (1 = “none” [no discipline], 2 = “verbal reprimand,” 3 = “written reprimand,” 4 = “period of suspension,” 5 = “demotion in rank,” 6 = “dismissal”). Because there are six disciplinary options, the values of the variable measuring disciplinary fairness could range from −5 to +5. The value of 0 indicates that the respondents evaluated the expected discipline as fair (i.e., they selected the same disciplinary option as both the appropriate discipline and the expected discipline). Because we were interested in determining whether the discipline was seen as fair, too harsh, or too lenient, we recoded the values −5 to −1 as
“discipline too harsh” and values 1 to 5 as “discipline too lenient.” Thus, we created two indicator variables, “too harsh discipline” and “too lenient discipline,” that were compared against those who thought the expected discipline was fair.

For all scenarios, between 58% (falsely calling in sick) and 85% (shooting suspect in the back) of the respondents evaluated the expected discipline as fair. Most officers who were identified as evaluating the discipline as either too harsh or too lenient were typically within two points from zero. In other words, very few officers felt as though there were going to be vast differences between the discipline one should receive and the discipline one would likely receive.

Individual Independent Variables

Several variables measured the respondents’ demographic characteristics. They include the respondents’ length of service, gender, assignment, supervisory status, and education. Because of the small sample size, we used these demographic characteristics as the control variables in our multivariate models. Please see Chap. 2 for details.

Analytic Strategy

The analytic strategy for this chapter proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, we examine the willingness to report misconduct based on the disciplinary fairness expected by the respondents. Note that we intentionally report willingness to report, capturing the logical complement of the code of silence, to facilitate integrating the results with prior literature. The second stage of the analyses incorporates the measures of disciplinary fairness into our multivariate models that explain adherence to the code of silence, net of other police integrity variables. Again, we group the results together by scenario type for ease of interpretation. We continue to use the LASSO models to generate the parameter estimates. For a more detailed description of this method, please see Chap. 2.

Results

**The Effects of Discipline Fairness on the Code of Silence**

We follow the analytical approach developed by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998). Thus, we first focus on the relationship between the respondents’ willingness to report and their perceptions of disciplinary
fairness. These results are shown in Fig. 3.2 for corruption scenarios, Fig. 3.3 for excessive use of force scenarios, Fig. 3.4 for organizational deviance scenarios, and Fig. 3.5 for interpersonal deviance scenarios.

Starting with the police corruption scenarios (Fig. 3.2), two of the three scenarios follow the simple justice model (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998). Specifically, police officers are significantly more willing to say that they would report theft from a crime scene and supervisory corruption when the expected discipline is evaluated as fair than when the expected discipline is evaluated as too harsh.

However, when the discipline is thought to be too lenient compared to fair, police officers appear less willing to report in these two scenarios, although the effect is not statistically significant. Furthermore, there are indications of discipline indifference for the scenario of accepting free gifts between too harsh and fair discipline. This is supported by the fact that police officers are most likely to report when they feel the discipline will be too lenient, suggesting that officers may not find this scenario particularly serious and thus are generally unwilling to report this misconduct if they perceive that there would be serious consequences.

Similarly, Fig. 3.3 also contains the relationship for the use of excessive force scenarios. In two of the three scenarios, officers’ willingness to report follows the pattern predicted by the simple justice model—police officers who evaluated the expected discipline as fair were more likely to say they would report than officers who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh. The only scenario in regard to which we do not see a significant increase in the willingness to report is the scenario
depicting the shooting of an unarmed suspect. In this scenario, the overwhelming majority of police officers in our sample, regardless of whether they perceived the expected discipline as too harsh or fair, said that they would report such misconduct.

There is relatively little change between the willingness to report for those who expected a fair discipline and those who felt that the discipline would be too lenient for the scenarios depicting verbal abuse of a citizen and a supervisor who failed to stop a beating. On the other hand, perceptions of lenient discipline decrease the likelihood that an officer would be willing to report the shooting of an unarmed suspect.

Figure 3.4 depicts the same willingness to report by perceptions of disciplinary fairness for excessive use of force scenarios.

---

**Fig. 3.3** Willingness to report based on perceptions of disciplinary fairness for excessive use of force scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Too Harsh</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Too Lenient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shooting Suspect in Back</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbally Abusing Citizen</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>49.7%</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Fails to Stop Beating</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other side of the graph—comparing the expressed willingness to report by the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as fair with those who evaluated it as too lenient—yielded more diversity in their views. In two scenarios (covering up DUI crash, false sick report), the percentages were similar across these two groups, with the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as too lenient...
being somewhat more likely to say that they would report than the respondents who perceived the expected discipline as fair. Finally, the simplified deterrence model fit best the findings for the scenario describing false overtime reporting. In particular, the respondents who perceived that the expected discipline is fair were more likely to say that they would report than the respondents who perceived the expected discipline as too lenient were.

We have also compared the views of the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh with those who evaluated the expected discipline as fair for interpersonal deviance scenarios (Fig. 3.5). The results show the effect for the simple justice model for all three of these scenarios, although the effect is not significant for the scenarios of yelling at coworkers and spreading false rumors about a coworker.

Focus on the comparison between the views expressed by the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as fair the views expressed by those who evaluated the expected discipline as too lenient reveals that in two scenarios—telling sexist jokes and yelling at coworkers—the percentage of officers willing to report is greater for those who feel that the expected discipline is too lenient than for those who evaluate the expected discipline as fair.
Next, we present the results from the multivariate models estimating the effect of adhering to the code of silence after considering the perceptions of disciplinary fairness. These results are building on the traditional police integrity variables. Accordingly, all estimates are net of the traditional police integrity variables presented and described in Chap. 2. We present the results for each of the scenario types below. We specifically comment on how the results compare to those presented in Chap. 2 (i.e., the unconditional police integrity estimates).

**Police Corruption**

We start by looking at the results from the disciplinary fairness variables on the corruption scenarios. These results are presented in Table 3.1. Expecting lenient discipline, compared to expecting fair discipline, decreases adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting accepting free gifts (OR = 0.35, p < 0.001) and the scenario depicting supervisory corruption (OR = 0.13, p < 0.001). Additionally, expecting harsh discipline, compared to expecting fair discipline, is associated with an increase in the adherence to the code of silence (OR = 3.82, p < 0.001) in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Fair Discipline</th>
<th>Harsh Discipline</th>
<th>Others' Code of Silence</th>
<th>Violation of Policy</th>
<th>Own Perceptions of Seriousness</th>
<th>No Discipline</th>
<th>Dismissal</th>
<th>χ² (df)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>0.35***</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>13.64***</td>
<td>0.45***</td>
<td>3.41***</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>410.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>0.13***</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>38.43***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>3.81***</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>254.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreading false rumors about coworker</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>14.98***</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
<td>1.01***</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>407.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal deviance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>26.89***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>81.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational deviance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>36.91***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>308.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive force</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>50.15***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>278.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenient discipline</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>84.15***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh discipline</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>54.52***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others' code of silence</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.14***</td>
<td>39.89***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>28.80***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.38***</td>
<td>28.80***</td>
<td>0.05***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>28.80***</td>
<td>0.05***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.86***</td>
<td>28.80***</td>
<td>0.05***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>274.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ² (df)</td>
<td>410.65</td>
<td>254.04</td>
<td>407.13</td>
<td>81.83</td>
<td>308.00</td>
<td>278.40</td>
<td>274.33</td>
<td>305.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

Reference category is “fair discipline”.
Reference category is “intermediate discipline”.
Parameters excluded due to collinearity.
scenario depicting theft from a burglary scene. No other significant effects are noted for the disciplinary fairness variables in scenarios with police corruption.

Next, we look at how the results from these revised models affected the parameter estimates from the unconditional models (i.e., those with only the police integrity variables). Overall, we see that the results remain substantively unchanged for the effects of others’ adherence to the code of silence, violation of policy, and perceptions of seriousness for all three scenarios. These findings suggest that the inclusion of these additional variables does not affect the variance explained by these three traditional police integrity variables. At the same time, we see that the effects of the type of expected discipline for engaging in these acts are substantively similar, although slightly augmented, from the unconditional models for the accepting free gifts and supervisory corruption scenarios. Likewise, the substantive conclusion for the type of expected discipline is consistent for theft from a burglary scene, although the effect is attenuated by 25.38% from the unconditional model. This would suggest a large portion of the variance of the type of expected discipline is associated with how fair that discipline is thought to be.

Use of Excessive Force

Next, we turn to the results for the scenarios depicting the use of excessive force. These results are also presented in Table 3.1. Expecting a lenient discipline, compared to expecting a fair discipline, reduces the likelihood that an officer will adhere to the code of silence net of other factors in the scenario of shooting an unarmed person in the back (OR = 0.04, \( p < 0.001 \)). The same effect is not present for the other two scenarios in this category. Instead, perceptions of harsh discipline, relative to fair discipline, increase adherence to the code of silence for the scenarios involving verbal abuse of a citizen (OR = 41.16, \( p < 0.001 \)) and failing to report a beating (OR = 4.14, \( p < 0.001 \)).

Now we compare the results for the traditional police integrity variables from these updated models to the unconditional models presented in Chap. 2. Again, we see that, substantively, the results remain the same for others’ adherence to the code of silence, although the magnitude of the effect is attenuated by 84.43% for the scenario depicting the shooting a suspect in the back, 39.71% for verbally abusing a citizen, and 72.66% for failing to report a beating. The effects for violation of policy and perceptions of seriousness remain substantively unchanged and similar in magnitude to those from the unconditional model. Additionally, the effects for the type of discipline expected remain unchanged with the addition of the new variables, although it attenuated some of the effects from the unconditional models. Also, the addition of the discipline fairness variables now yields a significant effect for dismissal (compared to intermediary discipline) in the scenario depicting shooting a suspect in the back (OR = 0.33, \( p < 0.05 \)).

Overall, these results suggest that the inclusion of the disciplinary fairness variables into the model explains some of the variance associated with traditional police integrity variables. Furthermore, the results indicate that officers’ willingness to
report—or not, as is the case here—is associated with the type of discipline that will be meted out and how fair the officer evaluates that discipline to be. Finally, these results suggest that, while disciplinary fairness and type of discipline are somewhat related, they exert independent effects on an officer’s willingness to report.

Organizational Deviance

We now examine the results of the models for the scenarios depicting organizational deviance, presented in Table 3.1. Here, the only scenario in which disciplinary fairness exerts an effect is the scenario depicting a false sick report. In this scenario, lenient discipline, compared to fair discipline, reduces adherence to the code of silence (OR = 0.10, \( p < 0.001 \)); and harsh discipline, relative to fair discipline, increases adherence to the code of silence (OR = 4.16, \( p < 0.001 \)). The direction of the effects is consistent for the other two scenarios, although the effects are not statistically significant.

Turning to the changes in the traditional police integrity variables from Chap. 2, we see that the effect of others’ adherence to the code of silence is reduced by 40.9% for the scenario depicting a false sick report; however, the effect of this variable is slightly augmented for the other two scenarios. The assessment of whether an act is a violation of policy and the effect of own perceptions of seriousness are substantively unchanged in these three scenarios with the inclusion of the new variables. Finally, the effects for the type of expected discipline remain unchanged for the covering up of the DUI crash and the false overtime reporting scenarios. However, the effect of no discipline, compared to intermediary discipline, is 203% stronger (OR = 83.81, \( p < 0.001 \)) for the false sick report after including the perception of disciplinary fairness variables. Similarly, the effect of dismissal relative to intermediary discipline is augmented by 36% (OR = 0.16, \( p < 0.001 \)) from the unconditional model.

Interpersonal Deviance

Finally, we examine the results of the models for the scenarios depicting interpersonal deviance, also presented in Table 3.1. Here, there is a more consistent pattern of results for two of the three scenarios. Specifically, for the scenarios depicting telling sexist jokes (OR = 0.27, \( p < 0.001 \)) and yelling at coworkers (OR = 0.08, \( p < 0.001 \)), the effect of lenient discipline compared to fair discipline reduces adherence to the code of silence. Likewise, harsh discipline, relative to fair discipline, increases adherence to the code of silence for both the sexist joke (OR = 2.80, \( p < 0.001 \)) and the yelling at coworkers (OR = 20.86, \( p < 0.001 \)) scenarios. However, there is no effect for either variable in the scenario depicting spreading false rumors about coworkers.

Lastly, we compare the results of the traditional police integrity variables on the adherence to the code of silence after the inclusion of these two new variables. The
results here suggest that the effects for others’ perceived adherence to the code of silence, violation of policy, and the police officer’s own perceptions of seriousness remain substantively unchanged. However, the effect of others’ perceived adherence to the code of silence has been augmented by 84.63% with the inclusion of the disciplinary fairness variables. Similarly, many of the effects of the discipline type have been augmented with the inclusion of disciplinary fairness. Again, this would suggest that, while these two may be related, they are exerting independent effects on adherence to the code of silence for the interpersonal deviance scenarios.

Conclusion

We follow the theoretical approach outlined by Klockars and Kutnjak Ivković (Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998) to assess the relationship between the expressed willingness to report misconduct and perceptions of disciplinary fairness. This approach allowed us to examine the bivariate effect of the police officers’ evaluations of expected discipline as too harsh or too lenient on their own expressed willingness to report.

Our comparison of the expressed willingness to report misconduct between the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as fair and the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh readily yielded the “big picture.” In the majority of the scenarios (9 out of 12 in bivariate models and 6 out of 12 in multivariate models), the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as too harsh were less likely to say that they would report the misconduct than were the respondents who evaluated the expected discipline as fair. Put differently, our results constitute substantial evidence of the simple justice model at work, both in general and across different forms of police misconduct. Our findings fit well with the results of several earlier studies (e.g., Datzer et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016b; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2007; 2010).

At the same time, we found no evidence of the simple deterrence model—assuming that harsher discipline would lead to more reporting—that would justify the use of harsh measures just to get police officers to report on the misconduct of their fellow officers. In fact, our findings provide ample evidence for police administrators that increasing the harshness of discipline—without teaching the police officers why this would be appropriate and securing their support for such measures—would be counterproductive and would backfire in the long run.

Our results also show that, in the majority of the scenarios (8 out of 12 for bivariate models and 6 out of 12 for multivariate models), whether the expected discipline is evaluated as fair or viewed as too lenient makes little difference for the police officers’ expressed willingness to report misconduct, thus fitting the discipline indifference model. Such results should not be surprising because most of the extant research findings seem consistent with the model of discipline indifference (Datzer
The story of disciplinary fairness and its relationship with the code of silence is but one aspect of how police officers may feel about the way their organizations are treating them. In terms of the outcomes, distributive justice could include not only fair discipline, but also fair assignment allocation, promotion, and shift work. In addition to the outcomes themselves, police officers’ willingness to stick to the code of silence could be linked with how they perceive that they are treated by their immediate supervisors. In the next chapter, we tackle the issue of organizational justice and its effects on the police officers’ reporting decisions.
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Chapter 4
The Code of Silence and Organizational Justice

Abstract This chapter focuses on how the police officers’ willingness to report is shaped by their perceptions of organizational justice. With a few exceptions, bivariate analyses revealed a negative relationship between the adherence to the code of silence and the perceptions of organizational justice. Multivariate analyses indicated that the effect of perceived organizational justice varies across the types of scenarios. While the effect of organizational justice on the adherence to the code of silence is negative for the corruption scenarios, organizational justice exerts an inconsistent relationship on the adherence to the code of silence for organizational deviance scenarios and interpersonal deviance scenarios. Yet, the perceptions of organizational justice seem to have no effect on the use of excessive force scenarios. Additionally, the estimated other police officers’ adherence to the code of silence is the strongest predictor of an officer’s own adherence to the code of silence.

Keywords Police conduct · Code of silence · Police integrity · Organizational justice · Organizational commitment · Procedural justice · Distributive justice · Interactional justice

Introduction

Like any other organizations, police agencies have significant effects on work behaviors, perceptions, attitudes, emotions, and orientations of their employees. Police officers are subject to decisions made by their supervisors, and these decisions involve professional, economic, and social implications for the officers. In return, attitudes of the employees toward their organizations also affect certain work-related outcomes. Officers’ perceptions of their organizations could shape their job satisfaction, rule adherence, officer-citizen encounters, engagement in misconduct, quality and quantity of work, likelihood of staying with the organization, and commitment to the organization. The notion of organizational justice has been shown to be a key factor regarding the relationship between the employees and their organizations. A large body of empirical evidence within organizational justice,
criminology/criminal justice, and organizational behavior/management scholarship indicates that perceived organizational justice is a positive predictor of beneficial workplace attitudes and behaviors (Donner et al., 2015; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2010; Tyler et al., 2007; Wolfe & Lawson, 2020).

A review of the literature reveals that police officers who believe that they receive fair treatment by their supervisors have higher levels of productivity, job satisfaction, and commitment to their organizations (Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; Farmer et al., 2003, Frear et al., 2018). Conversely, officers who perceived that they have experienced organizational injustice are more likely to engage in misconduct and adhere to the code of silence (Myhill & Bradford, 2013; Tankebe & Meško, 2014; Wolfe & Lawson, 2020; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011). Studies of perceived organizational justice among police personnel in several countries yielded similar results (Carless, 2006; Crow et al., 2012; Haberfeld & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Wu & Maken, 2019).

This chapter explores the nature of the relationship between organizational justice and the code of silence. In particular, we examine how organizational justice shapes the police officers’ perceptions and their willingness to report misconduct. A two-step analysis is utilized to test these organizational effects on the code of silence. In the first step of our study, we utilize bivariate analyses to test whether organizational justice is related to the code of silence. In the second step, we employ multivariate analyses to test the effects of the organizational justice on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence while controlling for traditional police integrity measures.

**Organizational Justice**

Colquitt (2001) suggested that organizational justice consists of four distinct dimensions. These dimensions are distributive justice, procedural justice, interpersonal justice, and informational justice. *Distributive justice* refers to the fairness of decision outcomes (Adams, 1965; Colquitt, 2001; Deutsch, 1975; Homans, 1961; Leventhal, 1976). It is about the justice in the distribution of organizational resources. *Procedural justice* refers to “justice of the processes that lead to decision outcomes” (Colquitt, 2001: 386). Procedural justice is attained by giving employees a voice in the decision-making process or influence over the decision outcomes, or by commitment to just process elements (Thibaut & Walker, 1975). A fair decision-making process should involve consistency, lack of bias, correctability, representation, accuracy, and ethicality (Leventhal, 1980; Leventhal et al., 1980). *Interpersonal justice* refers to the level of respect and propriety that employees receive from their supervisors (Colquitt, 2001). *Informational justice* refers to the way employees are treated by their supervisors. It is about whether supervisors treat their subordinates with dignity, respect, in a polite manner, and without improper remarks or comments (Colquitt, 2001).
**Effects of Organizational Justice on Police Attitudes and Behavior**

The relationship between organizational justice and organizational outcomes in corporate environments has been examined by several studies (Bechtoldt et al., 2007; Byrne, 2005; Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; Colquitt et al., 2001). The research has demonstrated that corporate employees who experience fair behaviors from their supervisors are more likely to engage in positive organizational behaviors, and show greater job satisfaction and productivity (Ambrose & Schminke, 2009; Byrne, 2005; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992). The research has also indicated that the existence of organizational justice in corporate environments tends to reduce the number of behaviors that are in conflict with organizational rules, goals, and expectations (Colquitt et al., 2002; Fox et al., 2001).

Organizational justice means more to police officers and correctional officers compared to corporate employees (Wolfe & Lawson, 2020). Because police officers and correctional officers are exposed to danger on a daily basis, are accountable for their wrongdoings, and are expected to respond to a variety of problems, they have to deal with a significant amount of uncertainty (Wolfe et al., 2018). Wolfe et al. (2018) argue that organizational justice greatly helps police officers and correctional officers to handle this uncertainty. Thus, organizational justice has been considered to be an important predictor of positive and negative work attitudes and behaviors among criminal justice employees.

Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001) suggest that organizational justice has effects on the attitudes of the employees and, therefore, influences job performance. Lind and Tyler (1988) found a positive correlation between perceived organizational justice and employee’s evaluation of the organization, commitment, and loyalty to the organization. In another illustrative study, Rosenbaum and McCarty (2017) revealed that, when the officers observe higher levels of organization-wide, supervisory, leadership, and diversity justice, they display higher levels of positive behaviors (i.e., organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and rule compliance).

Indeed, organizational justice is perceived to be positively associated with desirable behavior in police agencies (Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2010; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011). Tyler et al. (2007) found that police officers who report positive views of organizational justice were more likely to follow organizational rules and defer to organizational policies. Similarly, Haas et al. (2015) found a positive correlation between fair treatment by the supervisors and police officers’ compliance with agency policies. Rothwell and Baldwin (2007) also found a positive relationship between perceived organizational justice and willingness to report police misconduct. Similarly, Kutnjak Ivković and Sauerman (2016) found that South African police officers who felt there was procedural justice in police disciplinary processes were less likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence.

The research findings have consistently demonstrated a positive association between perceptions of organizational justice and adherence to rules and policies of
the agencies (Bradford et al., 2014; Haas et al., 2015; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2010; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2016; Reynolds & Helfers, 2019; Rothwell & Baldwin, 2007; Tyler et al., 2007, Wolfe & Piquero, 2011). Several studies have attempted to explain why this association exists, and have found that attitudes of the officers toward their organizations might have a potential mediating effect on the association between organizational justice and rule adherence (Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; Colquitt et al., 2001; Dick, 2011; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Tankebe, 2010). Some researchers have argued that organizational commitment serves as a potential mediating mechanism (Fridell et al., 2020; Lind & Tyler, 1988).

Farmer et al. (2003) studied the perceptions of American police officers and found a positive correlation between organizational justice and organizational commitment. Subsequent studies found additional evidence that perceived organizational justice is positively related to organizational commitment among police officers in Australia (Carless, 2006) and South Korea (Crow et al., 2012). In their meta-review, Donner et al. (2015) documented that perceptions of organizational justice are positively correlated not only with organizational commitment, but also with job satisfaction, trust in the administration, compliance with decisions, and willingness to report misconduct. Similarly, perceived fairness of organizational decision-making process has been found to have a significant effect on trust in the agency, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and desire to stay with the agency (Crow et al., 2012; De Angelis & Kupchik, 2007; Myhill & Bradford, 2013; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011).

Additionally, research on organizational justice has found significant evidence indicating a correlation between procedural justice during the selection process and fairness of the screening test. For example, Truxillo et al. (2002) explored the perceptions of police applicants in the Southern USA about their experiences during the recruitment and selection stage. Truxillo and colleagues’ findings (2002) revealed a positive association between perceived procedural justice in the selection process and fairness of the screening test/timeliness of the feedback. Carless (2006) examined the perceptions of police applicants in Australia and found a positive relationship between perceived procedural justice during the selection process and perceived outcome fairness. Farmer et al. (2003) found a positive correlation between perceived fairness and decision-making in the selection process of undercover officers. Crow et al. (2012) also found a positive relationship between perceived organizational justice and decision-making in job rewards and performance evaluations.

Furthermore, extant research suggests that police officers who believe their supervisors are fair in their organizational behaviors are more likely to treat citizens with procedural justice (Tankebe, 2014). Van Craen and Skogan (2017) also explored the effects of internal procedural justice on officer-citizen interactions, and found that when police officers receive fair treatment from their supervisors, they are more likely to follow the procedural justice concepts of “respect,” “voice,” and “accountability” in their interactions with citizens. Along the same lines, research by Bradford et al. (2014) yielded evidence that British police officers’ perceptions of
organizational justice are associated with an increase in their positive views of community policing and with greater self-reported compliance.

Organizational Justice and the Code of Silence

While prior studies have tested the effect of organizational justice on police attitudes and behavior in general, no prior study of which we are aware has directly tested its effects on the police officers’ code of silence. Yet, numerous researchers and theorists have reported a negative correlation between organizational justice and deviant behaviors/police misconduct (Bradford et al., 2014; Haas et al., 2015; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauerman, 2016; Tyler et al., 2007; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011), thus suggesting that the protection of police misconduct committed by fellow officers should also be related to organizational justice.

Previous research has shown that employees who feel they are not fairly treated are more likely to engage in retaliatory behavior (Barclay et al., 2005), theft (Colquitt, et al., 2006), cyberloafing (Lim, 2002), and harmful behavior to organizational property (Colquitt et al., 2001). As a negative workplace behavior, police misconduct has been an issue of great concern in contemporary societies (Fridell et al., 2020; Lersch, 2002; Palmiotto, 2001; Van Craen & Skogan, 2017). Because of its potential to produce adverse consequences for the individual officer, the individual citizen, the community, and the police profession, the issue of police misconduct was one of the driving forces behind the creation of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing in the United States (2015). The final report (2015) of the President’s Task Force suggests that procedural justice within the police organizations is an important facet of addressing the issue of police misconduct.

Van Craen and Skogan (2017) also noted that officers’ direct supervisors are of crucial importance in police organizations because their behaviors shape the officers’ perceptions, including their perceptions of organizational justice. If they are not fair and rule-bound, officers are more likely to display negative behaviors in their interactions with citizens. In line with this, research by Haas et al. (2015) explored non-compliance by police officers. They studied the perceptions of police officers of the Metropolitan Police in Buenos Aires and found that fair treatment by supervisors and fair decision-making may facilitate the implementation of organizational policies and contribute to a reduction in police misconduct.

Wolfe and Piquero (2011) explored the effects of organizational justice on police officers in Philadelphia; they found a negative correlation between organizational justice and noble-cause corruption, citizen complaints, number of internal affairs investigations, and number of departmental charges. Furthermore, results from Tankebe’s (2014) study showed a negative association between organizational justice and the use of force. Not surprisingly, the findings of Donner et al. (2015) also revealed a negative relationship between organizational justice and police officers’ determination to engage in police misconduct. In their study of the relationship between organizational justice and police officer attitudes toward misconduct,
Fridell et al. (2020) found a direct correlation between perceptions of organizational justice and the police officers’ support for misconduct.

This Chapter

Extant research on the code of silence has demonstrated that organizational variables are the critical predictors of the police officers’ expressed willingness to report, while individual characteristics do not serve as such strong predictors. In this chapter, we expand the traditional police integrity approach by incorporating the effect of organizational justice on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. While prior studies have tested the effect of organizational justice on police attitudes and behavior in general, no prior study of which we are aware has tested its effects on the attitudes toward different forms of police misconduct, including police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance.

Methodology

Sample

In the later 2010s, we have surveyed police officers from a medium-size municipal police agency in the United States. Our sample includes 148 sworn police officers. For characteristics of our sample and police agency, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

Measures

The analyses presented in this chapter explore the effects of organizational justice on the respondents’ expressed willingness to report misconduct. Our measures of police integrity, including the code of silence, come from the new version of the police integrity questionnaire (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2019) that includes scenarios dealing with police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. After the respondents read each of these 12 scenarios, they were asked to answer seven identical questions, including questions asking the respondents to assess misconduct seriousness, their familiarity with official rules, their estimates of the appropriate and expected discipline, and their willingness to report misconduct. For details, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.
Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this chapter is the respondents’ expressed own adherence to the code of silence for reporting misconduct. It is built upon the answers to the question asking the respondents their willingness to report misconduct described in each scenario. While answering this question, the respondents could have selected an answer from a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 = “definitely would not report” to 5 = “definitely would report.” The measure of code of silence was created by recoding the variable such that values of 1 and 2 (i.e., generally unwilling to report) were coded as a 1 with other values were coded as a 0.

Organizational Independent Variables

The organizational variables in our models include measures of the respondents’ own evaluations of misconduct seriousness, their estimates of whether the misconduct described in the scenario violates official rules, their estimates of expected discipline, and their estimates of most police officers’ willingness to report. For a more detailed description, please see Chap. 2.

Organizational Justice Independent Variables

The questionnaire also contained separate questions measuring various subdimensions of organizational justice, based on the study by Wolfe et al. (2018). The measure was comprised of 14 items that depicted procedural justice (six items), distributive justice (four items), and interactional justice (four items). The specific items and their descriptive statistics are presented in Table 4.1. For each item, the respondents could have selected one answer from a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree.”

All items were subjected to principal axis factoring to determine how the items loaded onto latent constructs. This process initially yielded two factors that had a fair degree of conceptual overlap between both factors (i.e., a high number of double loading items). The number of double loading items suggested the factor analysis may be over-extracting factors based on the number of items (Thompson & Daniel, 1996). In essence, the algorithm is primed to identify more factors rather than fewer factors. This frequently occurs when there is a high degree of correlation between the constructs, as was the case here (ρ = 0.57). This is a common problem in organizational justice research (Colquitt & Shaw, 2005). To address this issue, we created a global measure of organizational justice comprised of all the items, which had evidence of validity (the values of λ, as shown in the last column of Table 4.1, are high, with average value of 0.71) and reliability (α = 0.93).
The bivariate relationship between our latent measure of organizational justice created here and the measure of disciplinary fairness (i.e., −1 for lenient punishment, 0 for fair discipline, and + 1 for harsh discipline), the relationships are inconsistent across scenarios and rather modest in magnitude (i.e., \(-0.15 < \rho < 0.15\)). This suggests that, while the measure of disciplinary fairness may be related to the measure of organizational justice, the two measures are certainly not redundant.

### Individual Independent Variables

Several variables measured the respondents’ demographic characteristics: *length of service, gender, assignment, supervisory status*, and *education*. Because of the small sample size, we used these demographic characteristics as the control variables in our multivariate models. Please see Chap. 2 for details.
**Analytic Strategy**

The analyses again proceed in two stages. The first stage examines the relationship between our latent measure of organizational justice and adherence to the code of silence for each of the 12 scenarios. These are estimated as a series of point-biserial correlations between adherence to the code of silence (1 = yes) and the continuous measure of organizational justice. The second stage of the analyses looks at the multivariate relationships between the traditional police integrity measures, the latent measure of organizational justice created, and measures of the code of silence for each of the scenarios. The multivariate models are again estimated using the cross-folding LASSO technique for inference with the same controls as prior chapters. For additional details on this technique, please see Chap. 2.

**Results**

*The Effects of Organizational Justice on the Code of Silence*

We first analyzed the bivariate relationship between the latent measure of organizational justice created (items listed in Table 4.1) and the adherence to the code of silence for each of the scenarios (Table 4.2). The results indicate that, generally speaking, there is a negative relationship between the adherence to the code of silence and organizational justice. This is consistent with prior research on the topic of organizational misconduct (e.g., Colquitt & Shaw, 2005).

There are a few exceptions to this rule (Table 4.2). In particular, there are four scenarios (shooting suspect in back; supervisor fails to stop beating, cover-up of DUI crash, and false rumors about coworker) for which the perceptions of organizational justice and the code of silence are positively correlated, thus contraindicating the results from the prior research. However, in only two of these scenarios (shooting a suspect in the back and covering up a DUI crash) the results are statistically significant. It is unclear what is different about these scenarios compared to the others, although two of the contraindicated findings are scenarios depicting the excessive use of force.

Next, we look at the average value of $\rho$ between organizational justice and adherence to the code of silence across the four different types of scenarios (i.e., corruption, excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance). The strongest and most consistent predictors are for police corruption (with the average relationship $M = -0.21$, $SD = 0.04$), followed by organizational deviance ($M = -0.13$, $SD = 0.24$), interpersonal deviance ($M = -0.07$, $SD = 0.16$), and, lastly, the use of excessive force ($M = -0.01$, $SD = 0.26$). Overall, these results suggest that organizational justice has a more consistent relationship with adherence to the code of silence for certain types of scenarios than others.
The Effects of Organizational Justice and Police Integrity on the Code of Silence

Prior to looking at the results of the organizational justice measure, let us examine the results from the traditional police integrity measures from Chap. 2. The results are presented in Table 4.3. Overall, the results from the other police integrity measures remain relatively consistent with the findings from Chap. 2, although the addition of organizational justice does stabilize some of the estimates a bit (i.e., homogenizes the standard errors), which results in some effects being statistically significant here, but not in Chap. 2.

Police Corruption

The results for the traditional police integrity measures remain relatively consistent with the models in prior chapters. Specifically, for corruption, we note that, compared to the baseline models, we see that the substantive interpretation remains relatively consistent with the results from Chap. 2. In fact, all the same variables are significant and, apart from the effect of others’ adherence to the code of silence, all other variable effects were slightly diminished compared to the baseline models.

The only exception to this general rule is the strength of the relationship between the anticipated other police officers’ adherence to the code of silence and officers’ own adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting supervisory errands,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2</th>
<th>Bivariate association between organizational justice variables and code of silence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corruption</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting gifts</td>
<td>$-0.22^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft from burglary scene</td>
<td>$-0.24^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing supervisor errands</td>
<td>$-0.17^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excessive use of force</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shooting suspect in back</td>
<td>$0.15^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbally abusing citizen</td>
<td>$-0.31^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor fails to stop beating</td>
<td>$0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational deviance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>$0.14^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False sick report</td>
<td>$-0.24^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False overtime reporting</td>
<td>$-0.29^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpersonal deviance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling sexist jokes</td>
<td>$-0.14^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelling at coworkers</td>
<td>$-0.18^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False rumors about coworker</td>
<td>$0.12$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Effects of Organizational Justice and Police Integrity on the Code of Silence

Prior to looking at the results of the organizational justice measure, let us examine the results from the traditional police integrity measures from Chap. 2. The results are presented in Table 4.3. Overall, the results from the other police integrity measures remain relatively consistent with the findings from Chap. 2, although the addition of organizational justice does stabilize some of the estimates a bit (i.e., homogenizes the standard errors), which results in some effects being statistically significant here, but not in Chap. 2.

Police Corruption

The results for the traditional police integrity measures remain relatively consistent with the models in prior chapters. Specifically, for corruption, we note that, compared to the baseline models, we see that the substantive interpretation remains relatively consistent with the results from Chap. 2. In fact, all the same variables are significant and, apart from the effect of others’ adherence to the code of silence, all other variable effects were slightly diminished compared to the baseline models.

The only exception to this general rule is the strength of the relationship between the anticipated other police officers’ adherence to the code of silence and officers’ own adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting supervisory errands,
where the effect was augmented by 50.86% with the addition of organizational justice compared to the baseline models. In other words, in the case of supervisory corruption, an officer’s willingness to adhere to the code of silence—as of that of his/her peers—is strongly influenced by perceptions of organizational justice.

The effect of organizational justice on adherence to the code of silence is negative for the corruption scenarios, although it is statistically significant in only two of the three scenarios (gifts, theft from burglary). The effects of organizational justice are stronger in the least serious scenario (i.e., accepting free gifts; OR = 0.45, \( p < 0.001 \)), compared to the most serious corruption scenario (i.e., theft from a crime scene; OR = 0.72, \( p < 0.001 \)). We offer a potential explanation for this finding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.3 Organizational justice effects on the code of silence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corruption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others’ code of silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 ) (df)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational deviance</th>
<th>Interpersonal deviance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>False sick report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational justice</td>
<td>1.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others’ code of silence</td>
<td>40.73***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline(^a)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal(^b)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 ) (df)</td>
<td>363.24 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001; -- = parameters excluded due to collinearity
\(^a\)Reference category is “intermediate discipline”
Theft from a burglary scene is typically identified as the most serious scenario by officers, and is the scenario in which the lowest percent of the officers indicated that they would not report. As such, the effect of organizational justice may be limited because of the more ubiquitous willingness to report this sort of behavior (i.e., only 5% of officers reported being unwilling to report this behavior). Conversely, the scenario receiving free gifts is seen as least serious and most likely to be protected by the code of silence (i.e., more than 65% of officers reported being unwilling to report this behavior).

**Use of Excessive Force**

We now turn to the effects of organizational justice on adhering to the code of silence for scenarios depicting the *use of excessive force*, also shown in Table 4.3. We start by comparing the results of the traditional measures of police integrity to those from the baseline models presented in Chap. 2. Again, we see almost the same pattern of results as those from Chap. 2, although the inclusion of the organizational justice variable slightly changes the magnitude of the effects for the traditional police integrity variables in the scenario in which a supervisor failed to report a beating. The others’ perceived adherence to the code of silence remains significantly and positively associated with the respondents’ own anticipated adherence to the code of silence in the new models. Furthermore, the estimated other police officers’ adherence to the code of silence is the strongest predictor of an officer’s own adherence to the code of silence in the use of excessive force scenarios.

Perceptions of organizational justice are unrelated, both substantively and significantly, to the adherence to the code of silence for the scenarios depicting the use of excessive force. It may be that, in these sorts of situations, the effects of organizational justice are masked by feelings about the likely fairness of the discipline that an officer is likely to receive given the national discourse about police use of force. In other words, because of the sensitive nature of police use of force in modern American society, without considering the fairness of the discipline (see Chap. 3), the effects of organizational justice may remain hidden because of the politically sensitive nature of these scenarios.

**Organizational Deviance**

The effects of organizational justice on adherence to the code of silence in organizational and interpersonal deviance scenarios are presented in Table 4.3. We start by examining the effects of the traditional police integrity variables and note that, after the inclusion of organizational justice, the results are similar to those from Chap. 2, with some key differences. For example, while the perceived others’ adherence to the code of silence is still significantly associated with an officer’s own adherence to the code of silence in these situations, the effects are diminished. Furthermore, in the scenario of a false sick report from an officer, we can no longer estimate the
independent effect of others’ adherence to the code of silence because it becomes a perfect or redundant predictor (i.e., those, and only those, who feel that others would not report, will not report themselves).

For the false sick report, the respondents express a greater willingness to see offenders disciplined. After all, minor discipline compared to intermediary discipline increases the risk of adherence to the code of silence, while termination compared to intermediary discipline significantly reduces adherence to the code of silence. It is unclear why for only this scenario officers express this type of sentiment. One salient and potentially relevant fact is this is the only situation in which a non-involved officer may have his/her life affected. In other words, an officer calling out sick may mean that someone else would get held over to cover for that shift or the offending officer’s colleagues may be forced to work harder in his/her absence.

Next, we turn to the results of organizational justice on the adherence to the code of silence in these organizational deviance scenarios. Here, organizational justice exerts an inconsistent relationship on the adherence to the code of silence for these three scenarios. In the scenario depicting the cover-up of a DUI crash involving a fellow officer, perceptions of organizational justice are significantly related to the adherence to the code of silence (OR = 1.18, \( p < 0.05 \)), whereas organizational justice exerts a negative effect for false reporting of overtime (OR = 0.61, \( p < 0.001 \)) and no significant effect on reporting an officer for a false sick report.

### Interpersonal Deviance

Finally, we turn to the results for interpersonal deviance, also presented in Table 4.3, and present the results for the traditional police integrity measures. There are two patterns of results of particular relevance. First, the effect of recognizing that a particular scenario is a violation of department policy exerts an inconsistent effect across scenarios. For the scenario involving yelling at coworkers, this effect is positive (OR = 2.61, \( p < 0.001 \)). For spreading false rumors about a coworker, the effect is negative (OR = 0.37, \( p < 0.001 \)). Finally, the effect is insignificant for the scenario depicting telling sexist jokes.

This conjecture may be supported by the second interesting finding here. Notably, officers report that any form of discipline—especially dismissal—increases adherence to the code of silence in a particular situation. In other words, these two findings may suggest that police officers may not see these scenarios as deviant and, accordingly, their decision to report is based on the perceived harm relative to the perceived likelihood in how the situation will be handled.

The effect of organizational justice is again not as consistent in these scenarios as in others. Perceptions of organizational justice should reduce the likelihood of adhering to the code of silence for telling sexist jokes and yelling at coworkers, yet they are not statistically significant. In fact, perceptions of organizational justice are only significantly associated with an increased likelihood of adhering to the code of silence in the scenario depicting spreading false rumors about a coworker.
(OR = 1.50, \( p < 0.001 \)). This finding is unexpected. Generally, in an agency in which an officer perceives higher levels of organizational justice, the officer should feel more comfortable reporting when a member of the organization is being treated unjustly by another member, but that does not seem to be the case here. Without additional data, we cannot explore what is different about this scenario relative to the others so that it causes this finding.

Conclusion

The police are given the power and authority to control the behavior of others, and they are expected to carry out their complex and difficult tasks with integrity. Although the most troublesome or tragic examples of police misconduct (e.g., the George Floyd case) constitute a small fraction of daily police-citizen interactions, police misconduct creates an aura of suspicion, mistrust, and uncertainty. Police misconduct is a serious matter whenever it occurs, and it has far-reaching consequences for the employee, the police profession, and ultimately for the whole society (Kappeler et al., 1998; Lersch, 2002). Therefore, it is essential to study the efficacy of the mechanisms that are utilized to prevent police misconduct. In this chapter, we tested the organizational justice effects on the police officers’ willingness to report misconduct on the scenarios describing police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance.

Our bivariate analyses revealed a negative relationship between organizational justice and the respondents’ adherence to the code of silence in two-thirds of the scenarios (8 out of 12). This finding is consistent with the extant research (e.g., Carless, 2006; Colquitt & Shaw, 2005; Crow et al., 2012; Haberfeld & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Myhill & Bradford, 2013; Tankebe & Meško, 2014; Wolfe & Lawson, 2020; Wolfe & Piquero, 2011; Wu & Maken, 2019). In two of the twelve scenarios (i.e., shooting suspect in back; cover-up of DUI crash), we found a positive and statistically significant relationship between organizational justice and the adherence to the code of silence, which does not fit well with the findings reported in previous research. It is unclear why the relationship is positive in these scenarios.

Furthermore, our bivariate analyses yielded strong evidence indicating that organizational justice has a more consistent relationship with the adherence to the code of silence across certain types of scenarios. We found that the organizational justice is the strongest and most consistent predictor of the adherence to the code of silence for police corruption scenarios. The effects on the organizational deviance scenarios and the interpersonal deviance scenarios are somewhat less consistent, while organizational justice was not linked with the adherence to the code of silence for the excessive force scenarios at all.

Not surprisingly, our multivariate analyses yielded a negative relationship between organizational justice and the respondents’ own determination to adhere to the code of silence across the corruption scenarios. This negative relationship is significant for two of three corruption scenarios (i.e., gifts, theft from burglary). Our
analyses also yielded some interesting results. Organizational justice has stronger effects in the accepting free gifts scenario compared to the theft from the crime scene scenario. The limited effect of organizational justice in the theft from the crime scene scenario can be explained by the finding that the majority of the respondents are willing to report this type of misconduct.

We found no relationship between organizational justice and the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct in the excessive force scenarios. While it is unclear why these two variables are unrelated, it can be argued that the effects of organizational justice may be masked by the politically sensitive nature of the police use of force in contemporary American society. Our results suggest a plausible interpretation that, in the present moment and historical context, organizational justice plays a secondary role in the excessive force scenarios.

Our multivariate analyses of the effects of organizational justice on respondents’ own willingness to adhere to the code of silence in organizational deviance scenarios revealed an inconsistent relationship. While perceived organizational justice has a significant positive effect on the adherence to the code of silence in covering up a DUI crash scenario, it has a significant negative effect in the false overtime reporting scenario, and has no significant effect on the adherence to the code of silence in the false sick report scenario. Additional data are needed to explain why the relationship between the perceptions of organizational justice and respondents’ decision to adhere to the code of silence varies so widely across organizational deviance scenarios.

Similarly, our multivariate analyses indicated that perceptions of organizational justice have inconsistent effects on the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct in interpersonal deviance scenarios. While the effects of organizational justice on adherence to the code of silence are negative and insignificant in telling sexist jokes and yelling at coworkers scenarios, they are positive and significant in the spreading false rumors about a coworker scenario. This finding is unexpected because it would be reasonable to assume that officers should be more likely to report false rumors about a colleague when they believe that organizational justice exists in their agency, which is not the case here. Because some omitted factors, those not included in our multivariate models, may also affect the adherence to the code of silence, this puzzle will remain unanswered without additional data asking about officers’ reasons for their decision.

Overall, our findings provide insight into what we know about the body of research on the code of silence. Police administrators could benefit from studying the effects of organizational justice on the adherence to the code of silence, and could more effectively tailor their policies and create a workplace where perceptions of organizational justice are promoted and the support for misconduct is reduced. Our findings also shed light on what we do not know and what needs to be examined in the future (e.g., the relationship between organizational justice and the respondents’ decision to adhere to the code of silence across organizational deviance scenarios).

In the next chapter, we will examine the effects of self-legitimacy on police officers’ prosocial and antisocial behaviors. Specifically, we will explore whether
self-legitimacy can enhance the ability of the police integrity theory to explain officers’ adherence to the code of silence. First, we will provide the theoretical explanations of the relationship between willingness to adhere to the code of silence and self-legitimacy. Then, we will present and discuss the results of bivariate and multivariate analyses that explain the correlation between these two measures.
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Chapter 5
The Code of Silence and Self-Legitimacy

Abstract  An emerging body of research suggests that the concept of self-legitimacy plays an important role in various outcomes associated with police officer attitudes and behaviors. In this chapter, we extend this literature by looking at the potential role that self-legitimacy may play in explaining the code of silence. The results suggest that self-legitimacy exerts an inconsistent effect on police officers’ decisions to adhere to the code of silence across the scenarios. Moreover, adding self-legitimacy to the model does not substantively change the effect of the traditional police integrity variables. The chapter concludes with a discussion of theoretical and policy implications of these findings.
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Introduction

One of the key concerns in policing in recent years has been the legitimacy of the police. Typically, scholarly discussions of the legitimacy of the police revolve around how legitimate the community sees the police, or the so-called audience legitimacy (Bottoms & Tankebe, 2012). This strand follows from the work of Tyler (1990), which suggests that, when the public perceives an authority figure as legitimate, they are more likely to comply with law and cooperate with legal authorities. Weber (1978) also pointed out that there are multiple reasons why a person may comply with the commands from an authority beyond perceiving the authority as legitimate (e.g., self-interest, affinity for the authority).

However, this theoretical model may be incomplete, as it neglects to consider the claims of legitimacy that are made by those who are in power, the so-called self-legitimacy (Bottoms & Tankebe, 2012). The concept of self-legitimacy may play a role in enhancing the police integrity theory’s ability to explain the officers’ decisions to adhere to the code of silence, although—to our knowledge—this link has yet to be directly tested.
Lapses in integrity can certainly serve to erode the legitimacy of the police in the eyes of the public; however, a lack of self-legitimacy could also lead to lapses in integrity. The argument is that the degree of self-legitimacy an officer has, “…can serve to either promote or inhibit normatively desirable modes of policing” (Bradford & Quinton, 2014, p. 1023). In other words, the degree of self-legitimacy that an officer has may be associated with more desirable outcomes, as demonstrated in the empirical literature (see Gau & Paoline, 2021).

In this chapter, we explore the nature of the relationship between the code of silence and the officers’ perceptions of their own power. In particular, we look at how officers’ self-legitimacy influences their perceptions of (un)willingness to report misconduct. To do so, we use a two-step analytic process to estimate the effect of self-legitimacy on the code of silence. The first step focuses on the bivariate relationship between the code of silence and self-legitimacy. The second step of the analyses deploys multivariate models to test the effect of self-legitimacy—in addition to the traditional police integrity variables—on police officers’ adherence to the code of silence.

Self-Legitimacy

Starting with the seminal work of Tyler (1990), criminologists have become increasingly interested in the concept of legitimacy. The initial formulation of the legitimacy model suggested that, when an authority figure is seen as legitimate by those over whom the power is exercised, they are more willing to voluntarily act in a manner that is consistent with what the authority figure would want (Tyler, 2003). In the realm of criminal justice, those who see the criminal justice system and its actors as legitimate are more willing voluntarily to obey the law and cooperate with officials. This is what is often called audience legitimacy.

Bottoms and Tankebe (2012) argue that, by only focusing on audience legitimacy, we are missing an important piece of the puzzle. Specifically, Bottoms and Tankebe (2012) suggest that legitimacy is a dialogue between the power holder and those over whom power is exerted. In other words, prior to considering the response from the audience, we must first consider the claim made by the authorities. Importantly, not all claims to power are legitimate. Legitimacy requires that the authority makes a legitimate claim to power in the form of an order, which can also be accepted by the audience (i.e., the person not in power; Raz, 2009).

The argument is distilled to suggest that legitimacy is both dialogic and relational (Bottoms & Tankebe, 2012). In short, legitimacy is predicated on a claim to a legitimate power made by an authority figure and the response from those over whom authority is exercised. Two important implications follow from this observation. First, legitimacy is not a fixed property, but rather something that is continually being negotiated between the authority figure and the audience. Second, as legitimacy is being constantly re-negotiated between the police and the public, the state of affairs also depends on how the police engaged in the re-negotiations and how
they are perceiving their own authority. Hence, we may be missing important theoretical explanations for the behavior of police officers by omitting the self-legitimacy espoused by police officers.

The concept of self-legitimacy becomes even more important when considering the consequences of a lack of legitimacy. For most citizens, the police are the most visible and recognizable manifestations of the government’s authority (Punch, 2000). As such, the police are the group that society—through the government—authorizes to use coercive means to bring people into behavioral compliance with societal expectations (Bittner, 1970). However, this is a proverbial double-edged sword. The less legitimate the public perceives the police to be, the more likely it becomes that the police will need to use coercive means to attain compliance (Muir, 1977). This increased use of coercion can then further erode the legitimacy of the police in the eyes of the public (Tyler, 1990). Some scholars have even gone so far as to argue that the need to use force is an indication that the authority has failed to make a legitimate claim in the eyes of the audience (Coicaud, 2002). In other words, officers who need to use force may already lack self-legitimacy, which further exacerbates the problem, thus creating a feedback loop.

The issue is further aggravated by the complex nature of the police role. The very nature of the police role makes it nearly impossible for the police to not use some sort of coercion to accomplish their social mandate (Bittner, 1970). Therefore, the simplistic nature of the feedback loop described above may be too reductionist. Instead, scholars argue that officers must learn to balance the complex moral mandate and the realities of their job (Muir, 1977). However, officers who are unable successfully to reconcile the competing demands may exhibit troubling behaviors (Tankebe, 2014; Tankebe & Meško, 2015).

The concept of self-legitimacy is further complicated by theoretical and operational ambiguity. Specifically, two theoretical arguments have been inconsistently tested in the criminological literature. The first argument that is grounded is the dialogic approach between the authority and the audience delineated by Bottoms and Tankebe (2012). In a nutshell, police self-legitimacy is formed as part of a dialogue with the public. The second version is based on the work of Barker (2001), which suggests that the feedback from the audience is irrelevant in the formation of an authority figures’ self-legitimacy. As Bradford and Quinton (2014, p. 1028) argue, “police may gain legitimacy from the idea that they are different and apart from others in society…police have a legal duty, and are right, to enforce the law without ‘fear or favor’ irrespective of public approval.” Essentially, the self-legitimacy of the police stems from the fact that officers feel they are entitled and empowered to take appropriate actions on behalf of the police. Some scholars argue that Barker’s (2001) version is inappropriate to apply to the police because of the direct interaction between the police and the public, which augments the importance of the concept of audience legitimacy (Jonathan-Zamir & Harpaz, 2014).

Prior empirical work has conflated items that try to operationalize both theoretical approaches, which are based on two potentially conflicting theoretical arguments (Gau & Paoline, 2021). First, it is more difficult to determine what factors lead to self-legitimacy. These antecedents are largely important to ascertain which
causal sequence of self-legitimacy is more appropriate. Second, the effects for the consequences of self-legitimacy are equally theoretically muddled. However, given the consistency in the research in this area (i.e., self-legitimacy exerts generally desirable effects), this may be less of a problem (see generally Gau and Paoline, 2021). Given the complexity of this issue and the focus of our book on another issue—the police code of silence—we make no attempt to refine the theoretical development of self-legitimacy. Instead, we focus our attention on how self-legitimacy may influence officers’ decision to adhere to the code of silence.

Effects of Self-Legitimacy on Police Attitudes and Behavior

Beyond the purely scholarly study of the theoretical nature of self-legitimacy, it is important to consider what the potential effects of self-legitimacy are on the attitudes and behaviors of police officers. Research suggests that a person’s identity (i.e., perception of self-legitimacy) will directly affect how they interpret and respond to situations (Archer, 2000). This observation led Bottoms and Tankebe (2012) to apply this approach to their study of police officers, arguing that an officer’s self-legitimacy may influence how they interpret, evaluate, and respond to various situations.

Given that the police are authorized to use coercive force against the public and that their application restricts citizens’ freedoms, research has disproportionately focused on the use of force decisions. Some of the earliest research in this area examined the relationship between the self-legitimacy and attitudes regarding the use of force among police officers in Ghana (Tankebe, 2014) and found no relationship between police officers’ self-legitimacy and their general attitudes toward the legitimate use of force. It is important to note that these represented officers’ global attitudes toward the use of force, which are notoriously problematic to measure because most participants impute information to respond to the question, which limits variability of responses (Roberts, 2003). Conversely, asking about specific attitudes typically results in better measurements (Cann et al., 1980; Hollin & Howells, 1987). Subsequent research looking at the relationship between self-legitimacy and the use of force addressed the methodological limitations of relying on global attitudes. Notably, Tankebe and Meško (2015) found that, in a sample of Slovenian police officers, self-legitimacy was associated with officers being less supportive of using force to resolve a hypothetical scenario instead of relying on a verbal warning. Taken together, these results suggest that police officers’ self-legitimacy may be related to the tactics they are likely to employ when interacting with citizens.

A subsequent line of research suggests that self-legitimacy may also play an important role in the way officers treat community members. In their analysis of data from a police agency in the United Kingdom, Bradford and Quinton (2014) found that officers with higher self-legitimacy were more likely to espouse support for constitutional policing and preserving the rights of community members. These
results imply that police officers with higher levels of self-legitimacy are less supportive of various police tactics that violate citizens’ rights. Further, these data showed that self-legitimacy also reduced officers’ support for the use of force against community members. The effect of self-legitimacy persisted even when controlling for officers’ perceptions of organizational justice. The magnitude of the effect of self-legitimacy was the strongest for the support for procedurally just policing and preserving the rights of community members (Bradford & Quinton, 2014; see also Wolfe & Nix, 2017). A similar effect was found in research on Israeli police officers (Jonathan-Zamir & Harpaz, 2014).

The study of self-legitimacy has also been expanded to examine how self-legitimacy may insulate the police from deleterious media coverage in the wake of controversial police encounters with the public. In fact, Wolfe and Nix (2016) examined the role that self-legitimacy may play in explaining police officers’ support for engaging in community partnerships after considering the so-called Ferguson effect (i.e., police officers’ withdrawal from their official duties and responsibilities—to the extent possible—in response to the additional public scrutiny caused by widely publicized police killings and other police actions). The results from this study show that self-legitimacy mediated the Ferguson effect on officers’ willingness to engage in community partnerships. This finding is particularly salient in light of simultaneous consideration of the Ferguson effect and self-legitimacy. The Ferguson effect represents an erosion—or at least strong questioning—of legitimacy of the police (i.e., audience legitimacy) caused by their publicized actions. The fact that self-legitimacy mediates this relationship is consistent with Barker’s (2001) argument about the formation of self-legitimacy.

**Self-Legitimacy and the Code of Silence**

Empirical evidence suggests the importance of self-legitimacy in predicting certain prosocial and antisocial behaviors of officers (e.g., Bradford & Quinton, 2014; Jonathan-Zamir & Harpaz, 2014; Wolfe & Nix, 2017). At the same time, we found no empirical studies linking self-legitimacy and adherence to the code of silence. However, there are strong theoretical reasons to suppose that self-legitimacy may be associated with the (un)willingness to report colleagues’ misconduct. To make the link between these two constructs, one must understand police integrity theory and the theoretical mechanisms that are posited to explain self-legitimacy.

There are four dimensions of the police integrity theory (Klockars et al., 2000, 2006). A more comprehensive description of the theory is presented in Chap. 1, so we outline an abbreviated version here. The first dimension focuses on organizational rules and the degree to which police officers understand and support the official rules (Klockars et al., 2000, 2006). The second dimension of the police integrity theory focuses on various organizational control mechanisms and emphasizes the police agency’s internal disciplinary system (Klockars et al., 2000, 2006). The third dimension is the cultural dimension, which explores the respondents’ (un)
willingness to report misconduct and their assessments of peers’ willingness to do the same. The fourth dimension of the police integrity theory explores the influence of the larger social context on police integrity, the dimension that has been the least tested of the four (Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Maskály et al., 2019).

The way the four dimensions of police integrity theory connect to self-legitimacy comes from the dialogic approach that officers use to form self-legitimacy. Specifically, Wolfe and Nix (2017) suggest that interactions with three groups of people are particularly important for self-legitimacy: supervisors, colleagues, and the public. These groups could be connected to the four dimensions identified by the police integrity theory. Specifically, the interactions with supervisors are part of the organizational rules and organizational control mechanism dimensions. Interaction with peers is akin to the cultural element posited by the police integrity theory. Finally, the conversation with the public that is key to Bottoms and Tankebe’s (2012) model of self-legitimacy could be part and parcel of the larger social context in which the police operate—the fourth dimension of the police integrity theory.

There clearly is some conceptual overlap between the police integrity theory and self-legitimacy. One of the key arguments proffered by Bottoms and Tankebe (2012) is that self-legitimacy is directly tied to the moral rectitude of the power vested in the authority. This suggests that, if officers lacking self-legitimacy may also have a compromised moral compass, this flaw may then affect their willingness to report their peers’ rule-violating behavior (i.e., traditional police misconduct). Conversely, those with more self-legitimacy may have a moral compass that is so attuned to the larger goals of policing that an officer may fail to report misconduct because it achieves a larger goal (i.e., noble cause corruption). However, scholars have argued that those with the greatest degree of self-legitimacy will not conflate the means and the ends in their decision-making processes (Archer, 2000). In other words, an officer who truly has self-legitimacy would still be willing to report a colleague who engaged in misconduct that was aimed at accomplishing some higher goal.

The police integrity theory and self-legitimacy are logically congruent. Agencies are trying to balance the competing concerns of deterring officers’ behavior with appropriately severe discipline without increasing officers’ feelings of organizational injustice (Fridell et al., 2021). Research finds that self-legitimacy mediates the effect of organizational (in)justice (i.e., how organizational rules are implemented). In other words, self-legitimacy can serve as a protective factor in police agencies with a weak organizational inclination toward police integrity. Yet, we are unaware of any study that has directly tested the relationship between self-legitimacy and the theory of police integrity.

This Chapter

Extant research indicates that self-legitimacy has the capacity to predict certain prosocial and antisocial behaviors of officers. Yet, although there are strong theoretical reasons to assume that self-legitimacy and the (un)willingness to report colleagues’
misconduct could be related, we found no empirical study linking self-legitimacy and the adherence to the code of silence. The purpose of this chapter is to fill the gap in the extant literature by determining whether self-legitimacy can enhance the ability of the police integrity theory to explain officers’ adherence to the code of silence (i.e., unwillingness to report). We expand the traditional police integrity literature by also considering the effect of self-legitimacy on the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. Furthermore, we explore the relationship on a range of forms of police misconduct, from police corruption and the use of excessive force, to organizational and interpersonal deviance.

Methodology

Sample

In 2018/2019, we administered a survey to a sample of 148 police officers from a medium-sized municipal police agency from the United States. For full characteristics of the sample and the data collection procedures, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

Measures

The analyses in this chapter examine the effects of self-legitimacy on the respondents’ expressed (un)willingness to report misconduct. The measures of police integrity, which include the code of silence, came from the newest version of the police integrity questionnaire (Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2019) that includes 12 different scenarios that depict instances of police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance. After being presented with the scenarios, participants were asked to respond to the same seven questions for each of the scenarios. Participants indicated their own perceptions of seriousness, how serious their colleagues would perceive the described action to be, whether the action was a violation of organizational rules, what the expected discipline would be, what they think the appropriate level of discipline should be, their own willingness to report the misconduct, and their peers’ willingness to report the misconduct. For additional details, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable for the analyses in this chapter is the respondents’ own expression of adherence to the code of silence for misconduct depicted in each scenario. Initially, participants responded on a 5-point Likert scale, which ranged from
1 (“definitely would not report”) to 5 (“definitely would report”). The code of silence variable was created by coding the responses from the officers who expressed a general unwillingness to report the actions (i.e., 1 or 2 on the original scale) as a 1, and the responses from the officers who expressed a general willingness to report (i.e., 3–5 on the original scale) as a 0.

**Organizational Independent Variables**

We have also included several organizational variables previously identified by the police integrity theory research. These variables include the participants’ own perceptions of seriousness, whether the conduct violates organizational rules, assessments of the expected discipline imposed by the police agency, and estimates of most police officers’ willingness to report. For a more detailed description, see Chaps. 1 and 2.

**Self-Legitimacy Independent Variables**

The questionnaire that was administered to the officers contained several additional items, including two items that measured the concept of self-legitimacy. Because of the theoretical ambiguity of the construct described above, measurement of self-legitimacy has been inconsistent in the research (Gau & Paoline, 2021). To make the results more easily comparable to those of other studies, we used items from Wolfe and colleagues’ (2018) study.

The specific items and their descriptive statistics are presented in Table 5.1. For each of these items, respondents indicated their level of agreement using a traditional 5-point Likert scale. The items were subjected to principal axis factoring to look for evidence of internal validity. The results of the analysis show that both items load together on a single construct, both with high factor loading coefficients ($\lambda = 0.80$; Table 5.1). Additionally, measures of internal consistency showed that the items have an acceptable degree of reliability ($\alpha = 0.84$). Based on the evidence, we then estimated factor scores for the self-legitimacy factor. This self-legitimacy variable was then used in subsequent analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.1 Measurement properties of self-legitimacy items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-legitimacy items ($\alpha = 0.84$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have confidence in the authority vested in me as a police officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand how my work directly contributes to the success of my agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Analytic Strategy**

As in prior chapters, the analyses proceed in two stages. In the first stage of the analyses, we examine the bivariate relationship between the willingness to adhere to the code of silence and self-legitimacy for each of the 12 scenarios. These analyses are a series of point-biserial correlations between willingness to adhere to the code of silence and the self-legitimacy scores. The second stage of the analyses focuses, for each of the 12 scenarios, on the multivariate relationship between the willingness to adhere to the code of silence and self-legitimacy. Again, we employed the cross-folded LASSO technique for making out of sample inferences using the same controls as in prior chapters. For additional information on this technique, please see Chap. 2.

**Results**

*The Effects of Self-Legitimacy on the Code of Silence*

We first analyzed the bivariate relationship between the willingness to report the misconduct and the latent measure of self-legitimacy. The results (Table 5.2) generally indicate that the relationship is negative and statistically significant. It is significant for all scenarios apart from the scenario of interpersonal deviance depicting an officer spreading false rumors about a coworker. The average size of the correlation coefficient for interpersonal deviance scenarios—like this one—is the strongest across the four types of misconduct. In fact, the average size of the correlation is the strongest for interpersonal deviance, followed by organizational deviance, then use of excessive force, while it is the weakest for corruption. In fact, the average correlation between self-legitimacy and the code of silence for the corruption scenarios is 24% less than for the interpersonal deviance scenarios.

There is a fair degree of heterogeneity in the effects for the scenarios within the four sub-types of misconduct (Table 5.2). A closer examination does not show a consistent pattern in the strength of these relationships. In other words, for example, we do not find systematic evidence that self-legitimacy exerts a stronger effect on the more serious scenarios within each subtype.

*The Effects of Self-Legitimacy and Police Integrity on to the Code of Silence*

The results are shown in Table 5.3. Overall, the traditional police integrity variables do not substantively change with the inclusion of the self-legitimacy items. There are some minor differences in the results (i.e., changes in the magnitude of
coefficients) and a few changes in the substantive interpretation of the variables, most of which are attributed to the stabilized standard errors after the inclusion of the self-legitimacy measure. We comment briefly on the differences in the results presented in the unconditional models shown in Chap. 2.

### Police Corruption

The first set of models (Table 5.3) shows the multivariate results for the corruption scenarios. The results here indicate that self-legitimacy exerts an inconsistent effect on the willingness to adhere to the code of silence for the three corruption scenarios. In the scenario in which the officer accepts gifts from members of the community, the effect of self-legitimacy is negative (OR = 0.75, \( p < 0.05 \)), which is consistent with the bivariate relationship estimated above. However, for the other two scenarios, increased self-legitimacy is associated with a greater likelihood of adhering to the code of silence (i.e., being unwilling to report misconduct). It is unclear what could account for these differences, both of which are contrary to their respective bivariate relationships. Finally, the effect of self-legitimacy on the adherence to the code of silence is the strongest—marginally—for the most serious corruption scenario (i.e., theft from a burglary scene).

### Table 5.2  Bi-variate relationship between self-legitimacy and the code of silence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Type</th>
<th>Average ( \rho ) value by scenario type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepting gifts</td>
<td>(-0.21^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft from burglary scene</td>
<td>(-0.19^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing supervisor errands</td>
<td>(-0.16^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive use of force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shooting suspect in back</td>
<td>(-0.15^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbally abusing citizen</td>
<td>(-0.28^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor fails to stop beating</td>
<td>(-0.16^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational deviance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>(-0.24^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False sick report</td>
<td>(-0.26^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False overtime reporting</td>
<td>(-0.18^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal deviance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling sexist jokes</td>
<td>(-0.39^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelling at coworkers</td>
<td>(-0.24^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False rumors about coworker</td>
<td>(-0.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(* = p < 0.05\)
The results from the more traditional police integrity measures largely remain unchanged with the inclusion of these new variables, with the estimates of other police officers’ willingness to adhere to the code of silence being the strongest predictor of the police officers’ own adherence to the code. We see that the effects for all the variables for the scenario of accepting free gifts are only marginally attenuated compared to the unconditional models presented in Chap. 2. The same is largely true for the scenario depicting supervisory corruption as well. The key change for this scenario is that the own perceptions of seriousness, not significant in
the unconditional model, become significant after the inclusion of self-legitimacy, which stabilized the standard errors for this variable in the updated model. In this model, the more serious police officers evaluated the scenarios, the less likely they were to say that they would adhere to the code of silence.

The biggest differences are seen in regard to the other officers’ willingness to report the misconduct in the theft scenario and the supervisory errands scenario. There, the coefficients for the type of discipline expected are slightly attenuated (as in the other scenarios), but the substantive conclusion remains unchanged. However, after including self-legitimacy in the model, the effect of other officers’ adhering to the code of silence is augmented by 41.8% for theft from a crime scene and 29.3% for the supervisory corruption scenario. These increases suggest that the inclusion of the self-legitimacy item may be explaining common variation with the measure of the respondent’s peers’ willingness to adhere to the code of silence.

Use of Excessive Force

Next, we turn to the results for the scenarios depicting the excessive use of force scenarios (Table 5.3). Again, the self-legitimacy measure performs inconsistently, this time across the excessive force scenarios. There is a strong positive effect of self-legitimacy on adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting an officer shooting a suspect in the back (OR \(= 3.30, p < 0.05\)) and, to a lesser degree, for the scenario depicting verbal abuse of a citizen (OR \(= 1.24, p < 0.05\)). Both of these findings contravene the theoretical expectations of self-legitimacy. However, the effect is theoretically consistent for the scenario depicting a failure to report a beating (OR \(= 0.74, p < 0.001\)).

The results for the traditional police integrity variables largely remain unchanged—substantively and in magnitude—across the three scenarios, with the exception of others’ willingness to report. The magnitude of these coefficients here is larger for each of the three excessive force scenarios than it is in the unconditional models presented in Chap. 2. In fact, after including self-legitimacy, the effect of peers’ adherence to the code of silence is strengthened by 31.7% compared to the unconditional model. Similarly, the effect is augmented by 20.4% for the scenario of failing to stop a beating and 9.8% for the verbal abuse of a citizen. Again, this would suggest that the inclusion of self-legitimacy into these models largely adds unique explanatory power to the model, although there is a pattern developing in the self-legitimacy item for these excessive force scenarios—and those with corruption: officers’ perceptions of their peers’ willingness to report seems to be related to their level of self-legitimacy. Given that conversations—and relationships—with peers is theoretically one of the accomplishments officers need to have to establish self-legitimacy (Wolfe & Nix, 2017), this is not entirely surprising.
Organizational Deviance

Next, we turn to the multivariate results for the organizational deviance scenarios (Table 5.3). For these scenarios, self-legitimacy performs more consistently across scenarios. In fact, self-legitimacy exerts the same magnitude of effect for covering up a DUI crash of a fellow officer and for false overtime reporting (OR = 0.73, \( p < 0.001 \)). However, there is no significant effect for the scenario depicting an officer calling in sick to work. Indeed, self-legitimacy exerts an effect for the two more serious scenarios, but not the least serious of the three.

The effects from the traditional police integrity variables remain substantively unchanged with the inclusion of self-legitimacy. Thus, while self-legitimacy may be associated with the willingness to report misconduct in some instances of organizational deviance, the effect here is unique to those exerted by the other police integrity variables. The unique nature of self-legitimacy in these organizational deviance scenarios is distinct from those of police integrity variables, suggesting that self-legitimacy may influence officers’ decision-making processes differently based on the type of misconduct that is encountered. The organization—or at least supervisors—has been identified as a key partner in the dialogue to develop self-legitimacy (Wolfe & Nix, 2017). The results here may suggest that officers’ dialogue with the organization in the formation of self-legitimacy is seen as different for instances of misconduct against the organization relative to those outside the organization—as is the case in most of the corruption and excessive force scenarios.

Interpersonal Deviance

Finally, we look at the effect of self-legitimacy on interpersonal deviance (Table 5.3). Self-legitimacy only exerts a significant negative effect on the scenario in which an officer rudely yells at his/her coworkers for a perceived slight (OR = 0.44, \( p < 0.001 \)) and does not exert a significant effect on the other two interpersonal deviance scenarios. Unlike other types of scenarios which show a trend in the effect but are not statistically significant (largely because of the size of the standard errors), this is not the case with the other two interpersonal deviance scenarios. In fact, the effects here are substantively null.

Furthermore, we see that the results associated with the traditional police integrity measures again largely remain unchanged. For example, the effects for the police integrity variables are almost identical for the telling sexist jokes scenario and the scenario involving spreading false rumors about coworkers. There are a few differences for the scenario depicting the officer rudely yelling at his/her coworkers. The only exception to this trend is again seen in the effect of other officers’ adherence to the code of silence for the yelling at coworkers scenario, where the effect is augmented by 98.9% compared to the unconditional model presented in Chap. 2. This is the only scenario in which self-legitimacy exerts a significant effect. Therefore, it is not entirely surprising that this effect changes consistently with prior scenarios in which self-legitimacy exerts a significant effect. Again, this finding is
suggestions that the conversations with peers may indeed be an important component in the formation of self-legitimacy—or vice versa.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have added a scale of self-legitimacy to the multivariate model of the code of silence. As it turns out, the addition of self-legitimacy measures left the traditional police integrity variables largely unchanged, except for magnifying the effect of others’ willingness to report.

The results from this set of analyses show a complicated relationship between the code of silence and self-legitimacy. For three scenarios, the relationship is positive and significant (i.e., self-legitimacy increases the adherence to the code of silence), in five scenarios it is negative and significant (i.e., self-legitimacy decreases the adherence to the code of silence), and in the remaining four there is a null effect (i.e., self-legitimacy is not related to the code of silence).

To further tease out the nature of this complex relationship between the code of silence and self-legitimacy, we looked at systematic patterns across the scenarios. There does not seem to be an apparent relationship between the type of misconduct depicted in the scenario (i.e., corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance) and the nature of the effect that self-legitimacy has on the code of silence (i.e., positive or negative). Similarly, self-legitimacy is not related in any systematic way to the seriousness of misconduct protected by the code.

We have also tried to assess whether the nature of the questions we asked about self-legitimacy was related to our results. Extant literature has developed two distinct theoretical causal frameworks for the development of self-legitimacy. The first theoretical framework involves the dialogic approach outlined by Bottoms and Tankebe (2012), whereby self-legitimacy is a conversation that officers have with various constituencies in the development of their self-legitimacy. Following this approach, self-legitimacy is highly dependent upon the feedback from others, be they supervisors, peers, or community members. The second theoretical framework, proposed by Barker (2001), suggests that self-legitimacy is unilaterally determined by the officer’s feelings and sentiments and is not influenced by how the police officer is perceived by others. These two theoretical models have led to a bifurcation in the literature about how self-legitimacy should be measured and captured, with some research identifying different antecedents of each of these forms of self-legitimacy (Gau & Paoline, 2021).

The measure of self-legitimacy that we used in this study was comprised of only two items, one of which (i.e., “I understand how my work directly contributes to the success of my agency”) tapped the dimension specified by the dialogic approach specified by Bottoms and Tankebe (2012), while the other (i.e., “I have confidence in the authority vested in me as a police officer”) is more consistent with Barker’s (2001) approach. The nature of the questions asked to measure self-legitimacy makes it difficult to disentangle the theoretical puzzle surrounding self-legitimacy.
in our study. In unreported sensitivity analyses, we examined the independent effect of each of these two variables measuring self-legitimacy on the code of silence. As it turns out, the results were substantively unchanged. In other words, while the magnitude of the effects was different across these two variables, the substantive conclusions (i.e., self-legitimacy increases or decreases adherence to the code of silence) were the same. This suggests that, while it remains important to resolve the theoretical ambiguity surrounding the development of self-legitimacy, resolving it would not make the interpretation of the results easier in this study.

The fact that the results from this study are somewhat inconsistent with the emerging body of literature may have also stem from organizational differences. Research consistently points to the fact that police agencies vary in terms of their culture (Cordner, 2017) and their level of integrity (Klockars et al., 2000, 2006). These differences are often driven by different organizational emphases and policies, both of which could affect the operationalization of self-legitimacy. Specifically, officers in the agencies that put more emphasis on constitutional policing and police integrity could have different perceptions of what self-legitimacy is than the police officers from agencies focused on more aggressive and questionable tactics of crime control. On the one hand, for police officers from police agencies of high integrity, the concept of self-legitimacy could rely on the view that their role is to serve the community and engage in a dialogue with the community about how policing should be done. On the other hand, for police officers from the police agencies willing to engage in more aggressive and questionable tactics, the concept of self-legitimacy could incorporate the view that their role is very traditional, focused primarily on aggressive law enforcement.

While these are theoretical possibilities—including a full range of other views of self-legitimacy between these two extremes—there is nothing that we can specifically articulate about the agency from which these data were collected that may shine a light on this differentiation. However, the agency that participated in our study is not known as being particularly progressive or innovative (i.e., actively reinforcing the importance of constitutional policing) nor is it known for being particularly regressive in any domain (i.e., consistently failing to control police misconduct). Instead, this agency is more akin to a typical police agency in the United States.

The importance of this characterization comes into play when considering the other police agencies included in extant self-legitimacy research. Policing scholars have consistently identified a “big city bias” in the study of policing, suggesting that the largest police agencies in the United States are both routinely more progressive and more likely to be studied (Falcone et al., 2002). Furthermore, research suggests that many police departments refuse to participate in the research concerning topics considered to be particularly sensitive (Archbold & Maguire, 2002). Taken together, this may suggest that prior self-legitimacy research may have been conducted in large agencies that were more willing to participate in research and were more progressive than the mid-size agency that agreed to participate in our study. It is difficult to confirm our speculation because many police agencies that participate in research are anonymized—as is our agency—as a condition of their participation.
The implication is that, perhaps, the definition of self-legitimacy utilized by police officers from the agencies that agreed to participate in prior research could be quite different from the definition of self-legitimacy used by police officers in the agency that agreed to participate in our study. This would suggest that, while self-legitimacy may indeed be an important factor in the decision-making process and formation of officers’ attitudes, what it means to have self-legitimacy may be understood differently by police officers from different agencies. This is a key question for subsequent research that focuses on self-legitimacy, especially studies linking self-legitimacy and police integrity research.

In our next, at the same time final chapter, we continue our exploration of the factors that affect the police officers’ code of silence. We argue that, to detect the full effect of each factor, such exploration should incorporate these different types of factors simultaneously. After presenting the theoretical arguments for the connections between these factors, we present the results from the full models that seek to explain police officers’ decision to adhere to the code of silence using the traditional police integrity variables, perceptions of disciplinary fairness, organizational justice, and self-legitimacy.
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Chapter 6
Lessons Learned About the Code of Silence

Abstract  This chapter discusses the findings of a case study of a mid-size U.S. police agency in the context of extant research and elaborates on the lessons learned from our study. Based on the empirical study of the contours of the code of silence across behaviors that violate tenets of police integrity, including police corruption, use of excessive force, interpersonal deviance, and organizational deviance, the chapter illustrates the interconnectedness between the code of silence and the police agency’s organizational perspectives. The study emphasizes the role that the police officers’ organizational attitudes play in their willingness to adhere to the code of silence, from their perceptions of how willing other police officers are to report misconduct and the severity of the disciplinary threat that their police agency is making, to their perceptions of self-legitimacy and organizational justice. The chapter concludes the book by offering a discussion of theoretical and policy implications of the findings.

Keywords  Police integrity · Organizational justice · Distributive fairness · Self-legitimacy · Code of silence

Introduction

The code of silence has been a topic of scholarly work since the 1970s (e.g., Bittner, 1970; Klockars et al., 2000, 2004, 2006; Westley, 1970). Since the 1990s, the theory of police integrity and the related methodology have been used to measure empirically the contours of the code of silence across the world (for an overview, see Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; see also Klockars et al., 2004; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015, 2019). Extant research on police integrity has established that police integrity measures, such as perceptions of misconduct seriousness, views about expected discipline, and the anticipated peers’ willingness to report misconduct, are strongly related to the police officers’ (un)willingness to stick to the code of silence (see
Chap. 2). We have also demonstrated that the perceptions of disciplinary fairness seem to affect the respondents’ determination whether to report misconduct (see Chap. 3). In further extension of police integrity work, we have incorporated measures of organizational justice (see Chap. 4) and self-legitimacy (see Chap. 5) to assess their relationship with the code of silence, while controlling for the police integrity measures. Up to this point, we have not yet combined these different approaches to obtain a full model of factors that affect the code of silence. Such an approach would allow us to evaluate the complexity of the ways in which these factors relate to the code of silence and to assess their individual strength in this multivariate space.

During multivariate statistics courses, most students are repeatedly told some form of the adage that “we do live in a multivariate world.” This comment is meant to imbue future analysts with the belief that there is often more than a singular explanation for the same behavior, especially in the social sciences. After all, human behavior is thought to be infinitely complex. However, this realization—and analytic consequences—of this adage must be weighed against the competing concern for parsimonious theoretical explanations. In fact, students are often taught that parsimony is one of the criteria under which a criminological explanation can be judged (Akers & Sellers, 2013). This means that in our quest to explain any phenomenon and develop theoretical models, we must balance the competing concerns of completeness and parsimony.

Essentially, scholars are trying to balance these competing concerns. Neglecting important variables in a theoretical explanation may be inadvertently causing two problems. First, by ignoring key variables from the model we may end up identifying a spurious relationship between two variables that are in fact caused by another common factor, which is often excluded from the model (Weisburd et al., 2016). This error has at least two consequences. For scholars, this may lead to unnecessarily squandered research efforts to identify theoretical explanations of behavior. For practitioners, it could result in the wrong factors being manipulated to control the behavior in question. In other words, as it relates to the topic of this book, such an approach could result in policing scholars focusing on inappropriate factors to explain why officers adhere to the code of silence and can lead police executives to manipulate the wrong factors to control this behavior. Both outcomes are deeply problematic for police integrity research, which is difficult enough to begin with (e.g., Klockars et al., 2004; 2006).

The second problem associated with trying to balance the multivariate world and the parsimonious theoretical explanations is related to the concept of omitted variable bias. The problem of omitted variable bias, an issue frequently neglected in much of the criminological research (Weisburd et al., 2016), speaks to the fact that omitting an important explanatory variable from a regression model may yield problematic parameter estimates (Weisburd, 2010). Specifically, if a key variable that is correlated with the dependent variable (i.e., adhering to the code of silence) is omitted from the model, it could make the results of the entire model highly questionable, especially when correlated with another independent variable in the model (Angrist and Pischke, 2008). Failing to include the appropriate variables in our theoretical explanations of social behavior can be deeply problematic.
In short, this means that our explanations of the factors affecting the code of silence explored in this book so far may have been incomplete. Our primary argument here is that, while police integrity theory, which has been rigorously and robustly tested (Klockars et al., 2006; Maskály et al., 2019), offers one type of explanation for the officer’s decision to adhere to the code of silence, the theoretical argument could potentially be furthered with the inclusion of other factors. In prior chapters, we have looked at perceptions of disciplinary fairness (Chap. 3), organizational justice (Chap. 4), and self-legitimacy (Chap. 5) and their link with the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence. However, each of these factors was independently added to the traditional police integrity variables in prior chapters and, as the discussion on omitted variable bias above suggests, the results from prior models may present an incomplete explanation of an officer’s decision to adhere to the code of silence. This is an especially pressing concern given the potentially strong theoretical and empirical relationships between the factors that were independently added in prior chapters.

In this chapter, we briefly explain the links between these additional theoretical concepts (i.e., discipline fairness, organizational justice, self-legitimacy) and the traditional police integrity measures (i.e., perceptions of policy violation, other police officers’ willingness to report, and perceptions of seriousness). We start by drawing together the traditions of disciplinary fairness and organizational justice. We continue by connecting the theoretical link between organizational justice and self-legitimacy. While the concepts of disciplinary fairness and self-legitimacy are almost certainly related, given that disciplinary fairness falls under the umbrella of organizational justice, to our knowledge the link has never been expressly tested nor theoretical linkages previously established. After presenting the theoretical arguments for the connections, we present the results from the full models that attempt to explain police officers’ decision to adhere to the code of silence using the traditional police integrity variables, perceptions of disciplinary fairness, organizational justice, and self-legitimacy.

Disciplinary Fairness and Organizational Justice

One of the recurrent arguments in philosophy and social scientific literature revolves around the related concepts of fairness and justice, which tend to be indiscriminately used interchangeably (Colquitt et al., 2005). Humans living in social settings have long been overly concerned about being treated fairly by other members in the social group. Furthermore, this idea of fair treatment has several subdomains, which are frequently encapsulated under the larger umbrella of organizational justice, comprised of distributive, procedural, and interpersonal justice (Greenberg, 1987).

The first type of justice was distributive justice, which can be traced back to the writings of ancient Greek philosophers (e.g., Plato). The primary argument of distributive justice is that people are concerned with the fairness of various types of outcomes (Adams, 1963). Initially, much of the work in this area emphasized that
individuals are concerned about receiving their fair share of outcomes, rewards, and promotions. There have been many iterations of distributive justice theories, but one of the common elements is that perceptions of distributive justice are not as much predicated on the absolute level of the outcome as they are on the relative comparisons to what is known about the outcomes that others in the same social group are receiving (Festinger, 1954).

Initial conceptualizations of distributive justice focused on the distribution of rewards, but research soon recognized that punishments—or discipline—generate the same pattern of concerns (Colquitt et al., 2005). Essentially, people may be willing to accept punishment for engaging in certain types of behavior, although they want to make sure that the distribution of this punishment is fair. There are three potential concerns: equity, equality, and need (Deutsch, 1975). The concept of equity is based on the initial construction of distributive justice, that a person receives a fair outcome based on their contribution (Adams, 1963, 1965). The concept of equality focuses on the fact that all people who do the same thing will receive the same distribution (Deutsch, 1985). This is akin to the concept of proportionality in criminal punishments, whereby all similarly situated defendants will be punished in the same way for the same crime (Feeley, 1978). The final concept—need—is the least developed of three concepts. It focuses on what sorts of aggravating and mitigating factors a person may have that affect his/her distribution (Lerner, 1977). Determining which of these specific motivations is present in the current data is beyond the scope of this book. Instead, we use this to highlight the link between organizational justice and disciplinary fairness.

Obviously, there is a direct link between organizational justice and discipline fairness through the lens of distributive justice, but the theoretical links between these two concepts do not stop there. Instead, the issue is more nuanced when looking at the literature on effective discipline in organizations, which suggests that the amount of discipline administered may be an important factor for the way employees feel about their organizations (Arvey & Ivancevich, 1980). If the discipline is too harsh, it may have unintended consequences because members of the organization become afraid of the discipline, rather than seeing discipline as a tool to enhance learning (Parke, 1972). Furthermore, employees are concerned that the organization consistently disciplines all employees for the same behaviors (Gary, 1971), which, in turn, enhances the effectiveness of discipline. The same effect is seen for individual managers consistently disciplining their subordinates (Rosen and Jardee, 1974). Finally, we see that employees tend to be concerned with the fact that all managers will issue the same type of discipline for the same types of behaviors to their subordinates (Walster and Walster, 1975). Each of these concerns can be lumped together under the umbrella of distributive justice, as each of them represents employee concerns that the discipline reflects equity and equality. There are also concerns of need that have been identified in the literature, although the implications and consequences are not nearly as fleshed out in the extant empirical research.

Additionally, research suggests the nature of the relationship to the person administering the punishment/discipline is also an important factor in determining how effective punishment/discipline can be. Specifically, discipline tends to be best
received when there is a relatively close relationship between the person administering the discipline and the person being disciplined (Parke, 1972). Essentially, this type of situation leads the person who made the mistake to feel the discipline more acutely because of the positive relationship with the person delving out the discipline. This speaks to the concept of interactional justice within organizations, whereby the disciplined person is more likely to feel that they were treated with dignity and respect while being disciplined (Greenberg, 2009).

Finally, the process through which discipline is meted out also has important effects. Specifically, research suggests that conveying trustworthy motives in the form of a rationale for the punishment is particularly effective in enhancing the efficacy and perceived fairness of punishment (Parke, 1972). This is particularly true when there is a substantial gap in time between the behavior and the discipline (Aronfreed, 1965). This concept can easily be applied to policing, given the often-substantial amount of time that it takes to conduct internal investigations related to lapses in police integrity. Again, the procedure in which the rationale for punishment is clearly outlined demonstrates to the employee being punished that the punishment is being implemented for trustworthy reasons. This is a key element of procedural justice, the final subcomponent of organizational justice.

Organizational Justice and Self-Legitimacy

The theoretical relationship between organizational justice and self-legitimacy has been fleshed out relatively recently. Bradford and Quinton (2014, p. 1023) succinctly identify the nature of the relationship by stating, “...organizational configurations—officers’ sense of their place in their organization and the relationships they have with both it and external stakeholders—can serve to promote or inhibit normative modes of policing.” Self-legitimacy is a concern in policing because of the dialogic conversation between power holders and those over whom they exert their power (Bottoms & Tankebe, 2012). An officer’s sense of self-legitimacy is important because it has been shown to explain differences in officer behavior and attitudes (e.g., Bradford & Quinton, 2014; Tankebe & Meško, 2015). Therefore, self-legitimacy may play an important role in explaining police integrity (see Chap. 5).

Relatively little is known about how self-legitimacy is developed. Tankebe (2014, p. 5) stated that “direct interactions with others provide information about confidence in self-legitimacy,” but did not define who precisely the others are. Nix and Wolfe (2017) suggest that these conversations may be conducted with at least three primary groups: supervisors, colleagues, and the public. Our interest here revolves around the effects of those conversations that officers are having with their supervisors, specifically the organizationally just nature of those conversations. The theoretical argument suggests that officers’ self-legitimacy may be eroded or otherwise inhibited from forming in organizations that lack organizational justice.

The theoretical antecedents to self-legitimacy have been sparsely tested, although the limited evidence suggests organizational justice—and its components—are
generally positively associated with self-legitimacy. For example, Nix and Wolfe (2017) found that perceptions of organizational justice are positively associated with self-legitimacy, even after considering the effects of negative publicity. This implies that, while certain types of negative publicity can certainly erode the self-legitimacy of officers, this effect can be relatively easily overcome by enhancing the perceptions of organizational justice within the organization. Moreto et al. (2021) found a similar effect for conservation rangers’ feelings of self-legitimacy. Moreover, Meško et al. (2017) also found that tenets of organizational justice affect the self-legitimacy of prison officers in Slovenia, where perceptions of self-legitimacy were associated with better treatment of inmates. This emerging body of literature suggests that organizational justice plays a role in shaping police officers’ self-legitimacy, although no scholarship of which we are aware directly links self-legitimacy and organizational justice to police integrity.

When considering the relationship between organizational justice and self-legitimacy, an open question revolves around the theoretical specification and operationalization of these concepts. There seems to be measurement ambiguity associated with both organizational justice and self-legitimacy, but for different reasons. The trouble with organizational justice stems from the potential theoretical redundancy of organizational justice with other measures, namely organizational commitment. Some scholars argue that the relationship between organizational justice and other factors is mediated by organizational commitment (Cohen-Charash and Spector, 2001). This may suggest that the effects ascribed to organizational justice may, in fact, truly belong to organizational commitment. Bradford and Quinton (2014) found that organizational identity—an analogous indicator to organizational commitment—mediated the relationship between procedurally fair treatment from supervisors and self-legitimacy. Research shows that the effect of organizational justice and a measure of police integrity (i.e., perceptions of seriousness) were partially mediated by organizational commitment (Fridell et al., 2021).

The second open theoretical and methodological problem revolves around the ambiguous theoretical operationalization of self-legitimacy. As Gau and Paoline (2020) point out, there have been two distinct discussions on the role of self-legitimacy: one that is inwardly focused and the other that involves public perceptions. The inward-focused theoretical notion of self-legitimacy puts the focus on the holder’s assessment of their legitimacy, regardless of other factors (Barker, 2001). Conversely, the externally focused theoretical notion of self-legitimacy says that an officer’s claim of self-legitimacy involves an ongoing dialogue with the public (Tankebe, 2010). This distinction is important because, as Gau and Paoline (2020) show, measures of organizational justice exert differential effects. Notably, the scholars include two pseudo-measures of organizational justice analogous to organizational justice measures that are targeted at the officer’s direct supervisors and the organization’s top management. The results from Gau and Paoline’s study (2020) show that officers’ self-legitimacy is positively related, although not significantly, to supervisory support, and negatively and significantly related to top management support, whereas the opposite effects, although with the same significance interpretation, are observed for externally generated self-legitimacy. Furthermore,
there was no significant bivariate relationship between the two measures of self-legitimacy. Taken as a whole, this would suggest that the relationship between organizational justice and self-legitimacy—if any—may be highly dependent upon the operational definition of self-legitimacy and the operational definition of organizational justice.

Disciplinary Fairness and Self-Legitimacy

The link between disciplinary fairness and self-legitimacy is arguably the most theoretically underdeveloped among the independent variables in this book. However, there are at least two reasons to suspect that there might be a theoretical relationship between these two concepts. The first is the transitive property of logic. This property states that, if \( A \rightarrow B \) and \( B \rightarrow C \), then \( A \rightarrow C \). Thus, as shown above, because disciplinary fairness is related to organizational justice and organizational justice is related to self-legitimacy, it follows that self-legitimacy should also be related to disciplinary fairness. At the same time, the extant literature does not provide enough evidence to perform a robust literature review on the topic. Instead, we offer some early evidence that seeks preliminarily to tie these two constructs together.

We argue that the link between self-legitimacy and disciplinary fairness can be found by examining the operational definitions of each. Another definition of self-legitimacy is “power-holders’ recognition of, or confidence in, their own individual entitlement to power” (Tankebe, 2014, p. 3). Some scholars argue that officers with a higher degree of self-legitimacy are better able to perform their duties because they do not fear being unfairly disciplined for their actions (Nix and Wolfe, 2017), which is the key for linking this concept with disciplinary fairness.

Research finds that overly harsh punishments can have a paralyzing effect on the decision-making and learning of employees in organizations (Parke, 1972). This would suggest that, when police organizations harshly discipline officers who make mistakes, there may be an unintended consequence in the form of eroding officers’ self-legitimacy such that they no longer have confidence in the power bestowed upon them. Conversely, other research suggests that, when discipline is too lenient, this can also have deleterious effects because such discipline likely fails to change or stop the adverse behaviors (Weinstein, 1969). This failure to change behaviors and attitudes could then expose the disciplined officers to adverse treatment by their peers. An officer’s peers represent one of the three constituencies with whom the officer engages in the dialogic conversation to build self-legitimacy. Therefore, discipline that is too harsh may lead to the officers’ erosion of self-legitimacy because the officers feel that they are unqualified/incapable of holding the power vested in them. On the other hand, discipline that is too lenient may lead to the officer’s peers questioning the officer’s legitimacy as a police officer. Therefore, there is indeed a relationship between self-legitimacy and disciplinary fairness, although the precise connection could use additional theoretical refinement and empirical assessment.
This Chapter

Police integrity theory has a storied and consistent ability to explain adherence to the code of silence around the world. In this chapter, we seek to determine whether the inclusion of several theoretically relevant factors adds explanatory power to the traditional police integrity variables. Specifically, we investigate whether simultaneous addition of measures of disciplinary fairness, organizational justice, and self-legitimacy changes our ability to predict police officers’ adherence to the code of silence in the scenarios depicting instances of various types of misconduct. Since each of these other constructs—especially organizational justice and self-legitimacy—have been used by policing scholars previously, they have proven to be quite successful in explaining various facets of police officers’ attitudes and behaviors, but there were no direct tests of their effectiveness in explaining police integrity. In prior chapters, we have seen how each of these factors operates independently when added to the traditional police integrity variables. Given the strong theoretical links between each of these additional constructs, it is possible that failing to include all of them in the same model may lead to omitted variable bias.

Methodology

Sample

In late 2018/2019, we surveyed police officers from a medium-sized municipal police agency in the United States. The sample consists of 148 officers that serve as sworn police officers in this agency. For a more detailed description of the sampling method and sample characteristics, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.

Measures

As with previous chapters, we are interested in explaining police officers’ decisions to adhere to the code of silence using traditional police integrity variables and the other independent variables described in previous chapters (Chaps. 3, 4, and 5). All measures were included in the newest version of the police integrity questionnaire designed by Kutnjak Ivković and colleagues (2019). The central focus of the police integrity questionnaire are 12 scenarios depicting four categories of police misconduct: police corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance—each represented by three scenarios (see Chap. 2). For more details, please see Chaps. 1 and 2.
Dependent Variable

Our measure of the respondents’ adherence to the code of silence is based on their own willingness to report misconduct described in each scenario. Respondents were asked to indicate their willingness to report the behavior using a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from 1 (definitely would not report) to 5 (definitely would report). Given that we are interested in adherence to the code of silence (i.e., unwillingness to report), we collapsed the answers into two categories, with values of 1 and 2 coded as 1 (i.e., adhere to the code of silence) and the remaining values coded as 0. There are two exceptions to this rule for two of the most serious scenarios (i.e., theft from a burglary scene and shooting a suspect in the back), where reporting was much more ubiquitous than for other scenarios. In these cases, we assigned a value of 1 to those who initially indicated 1 through 3 on the initial Likert scale, with the other two values (4 and 5) coded as 0. For additional details, please see Chap. 2.

Organizational Independent Variables

We incorporated several traditional police integrity variables into multivariate models. They include police officers’ own estimates of misconduct seriousness, their evaluations of misconduct as a violation of official rules, their views about what the appropriate discipline is and what the expected discipline would be, and their estimates of how willing other police officers in their agency would be to report misconduct. For details, please see Chap. 2.

Disciplinary Fairness Independent Variables

In addition to the above variables, we have included a measure of disciplinary fairness. For details, please see Chap. 3.

Organizational Justice Independent Variables

The multivariate models of the respondents’ adherence to the code of silence include the global measure of organizational justice. For details, please see Chap. 4.

Self-Legitimacy Independent Variables

The models that we have developed incorporate two measures of self-legitimacy. The results of the factor analysis showed that they are loading together as a simple construct of self-legitimacy. For details, please see Chap. 5.

\[1\] The results here indicate that there is a strong positive correlation between organizational justice and self-legitimacy (\(\rho = 0.71, p < 0.05\)), consistent with the theoretical linkage. Alternative analy-
Individual Independent Variables

The models also include several measures of the respondents’ demographic characteristics: length of service, gender, assignment, supervisory status, and education. We utilize these demographic characteristics as the control variables. For details, please see Chap. 2.

Analytic Strategy

The analyses build on the multivariate models of the code of silence presented in prior chapters. We predict adherence to the code of silence for all 12 scenarios using the traditional police integrity variables, the measure of disciplinary fairness, the measure of organizational justice, and the measure of self-legitimacy. We group together the results by misconduct type (i.e., corruption, use of excessive force, organizational deviance, and interpersonal deviance). Again, we continue to use the LASSO modeling procedure to estimate the multivariate effects, net of the control variables. For details, please see Chap. 2.

Results

The Effects of Police Integrity, Distributive Fairness, Organizational Justice, and Self-Legitimacy on the Code of Silence

Police Corruption

After including all independent variables in the model (Table 6.1), we see that the effects of the traditional police integrity measures (e.g., others’ adherence to the code of silence, violation of agency rules, perceptions of seriousness) are largely consistent with the results from prior research. In all scenarios, officers who feel their colleagues are unlikely to report the misconduct are also more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence. Additionally, knowledge of organizational rules (violation of policy) and perceptions of seriousness are both negatively associated with adherence to the code of silence, again consistent with prior research.

ses using the general linear model were employed to look for potential multicollinearity issues for the organizational justice and self-legitimacy measures. These analyses showed that the variance inflation factor (VIF) value was less than 2.5 for each for each model. Across all 12 scenarios the average VIF for organizational justice was 2.44 and for self-legitimacy was 2.31. All of this suggests that, while the two constructs are highly correlated, including both in the same model does not appear to lead to problematic collinearity (Thompson et al., 2017).
Furthermore, compared to the respondents who expected some intermediate discipline, the respondents who expected no discipline tended to be more likely to say that they would not report (Table 6.1). Finally, compared to the respondents who expected intermediate discipline, the respondents who expected dismissal were more likely to say that they would adhere to the code of silence in two out of three scenarios than the respondents who expected intermediate discipline (Table 6.1).

Comparing the results of the traditional police integrity variables to those from the unconditional models estimated in Chap. 2, the results are substantively the same. Some of the effect sizes were attenuated by the inclusion of all the independent variables in the model, although some of the effects strengthened, especially in the scenario depicting supervisory corruption. Overall, these results suggest that the addition of these new variables is not redundant with the traditional police integrity variables and that they enhance the explanation of the police officers’ adherence to the code of silence.

The effects of disciplinary fairness remain substantively the same as they did in Chap. 3. However, the inclusion of the additional independent variables leads to harsh discipline—relative to a fair discipline—being statistically significant for the scenario of accepting free gifts (OR = 0.49, \( p < 0.01 \)), unlike the models estimated in Chap. 3. The same pattern is observed for the same variable in the supervisory corruption scenario (OR = 0.45, \( p < 0.01 \)). This would suggest that, while disciplinary fairness may be theoretically related to organizational justice—especially the distributive justice subcomponent—this construct offers a unique addition to our ability to explain adherence to the code of silence.

A very different pattern is seen for organizational justice in these corruption scenarios. After including the other independent variables, we see that organizational justice significantly reduces the likelihood that officers would adhere to the code of silence in each of these three scenarios. These results are similar to the results from Chap. 4, although the effects are now significant for all scenarios. This consistent organizational justice effect is in accordance with theoretical expectations and prior research.

Finally, the results for self-legitimacy universally show that officers who have a higher sense of self-legitimacy are more likely to adhere to the code of silence in these corruption scenarios, net of all of the other factors. This is consistent with the results from the unconditional models of self-legitimacy presented in Chap. 5. However, compared to the results reported in Chap. 5, the effects in current models have been substantially strengthened for two of the scenarios (i.e., theft from a burglary scene and supervisory corruption) and reversed for the scenario depicting an officer accepting free gifts. Given the strength of the relationship between self-legitimacy and the other independent variables, such a stark change in the effect size is not surprising. This is the embodiment of the problems associated with omitted variable bias. These results challenge the emerging lore surrounding the importance of officers developing self-legitimacy.
Table 6.1 Full model estimates of adherence to the code of silence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Corruption</th>
<th>Excessive force</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>Theft from burglary</td>
<td>Supervisor errands</td>
<td>Shooting suspect in the back</td>
<td>Verbally abusing citizen</td>
<td>Failing to report beating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenient punishment a</td>
<td>0.37***</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.02***</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh punishment a</td>
<td>0.49**</td>
<td>8.66***</td>
<td>0.45**</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>36.33***</td>
<td>4.48***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational justice</td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>0.21***</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.60**</td>
<td>1.37***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-legitimacy</td>
<td>1.90**</td>
<td>12.36***</td>
<td>5.56***</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>1.61**</td>
<td>0.54***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others’ code of silence</td>
<td>12.22***</td>
<td>23.75***</td>
<td>40.29***</td>
<td>61.17***</td>
<td>43.51***</td>
<td>19.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
<td>0.04**</td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.52**</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline b</td>
<td>2.12***</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>4.85***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>4.93***</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal b</td>
<td>2.93***</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
<td>14.17***</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.30***</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$ (df)</td>
<td>468.15 (9)</td>
<td>180.52 (7)</td>
<td>249.68 (9)</td>
<td>89.04 (9)</td>
<td>349.67 (9)</td>
<td>285.16 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Organizational deviance</th>
<th>Interpersonal deviance</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting evidence</td>
<td>Covering up DUI crash</td>
<td>False sick report</td>
<td>False overtime reporting</td>
<td>Telling sexist jokes</td>
<td>Yelling at coworkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenient punishment a</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.09***</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>0.06***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsh punishment a</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>3.59***</td>
<td>2.62**</td>
<td>4.11***</td>
<td>25.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational justice</td>
<td>2.31***</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.43***</td>
<td>0.63***</td>
<td>2.77***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-legitimacy</td>
<td>0.30***</td>
<td>1.67*</td>
<td>1.63*</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others’ code of silence</td>
<td>35.44***</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>76.73***</td>
<td>61.40***</td>
<td>58.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of policy</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.20***</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.67***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own perceptions of seriousness</td>
<td>0.21***</td>
<td>0.07***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discipline b</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>12.57***</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.09***</td>
<td>21.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal b</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>6.71***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$ (df)</td>
<td>394.07 (9)</td>
<td>417.92 (8)</td>
<td>246.79 (9)</td>
<td>262.62 (9)</td>
<td>152.75 (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

w: * = $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.01$, *** = $p < 0.001$, – = parameters excluded due to collinearity

aReference category is fair discipline

bReference category is intermediate discipline
Use of Excessive Force

The results from the full models for the three scenarios depicting the use of excessive force (Table 6.1) show that the traditional police integrity variables are again consistent with prior research and largely remain substantively unchanged relative to the results from the unconditional models presented in Chap. 2. The only substantive changes are the changes in the effect of the type of discipline that an officer who engaged in this type of behavior would likely receive. The interpretation of the effects remains substantively unchanged in this full model, and the difference in the statistical significance of these two variables is largely attributable to the standard errors becoming more stable with the inclusion of the additional independent variables. In other words, the inclusion of these independent variables accounted for some amount of noise in the estimates of the traditional police integrity variables, especially as related to the expected type of discipline. The same is also true for the results assessing the effect of the measures of disciplinary fairness in these excessive force scenarios.

We now turn to the results from the measure of organizational justice. Although in Chap. 4 organizational justice was not significantly associated with adherence to the code of silence in the excessive force scenarios, a more complex pattern of the effect of organizational justice emerges after other independent variables are included in the multivariate models. Specifically, for these scenarios depicting the use of excessive force, organizational justice increases adherence to the code of silence (failing to report a beating; OR = 1.37, p < 0.001), reduces adherence to the code of silence (verbally abusing motorist; OR = 0.60, p < 0.01), and exerts no significant effect (shooting suspect in the back; OR = 1.33, p > 0.05). It is unclear what drives these differential effects here, although the two scenarios where organizational justice is positively associated with adherence to the code of silence—regardless of whether the effect is significant—involves the use of physical force, and the other scenario does not.

Likewise, we see a complex set of findings emerge for self-legitimacy. In Chap. 5, the effects of self-legitimacy on the code of silence were complicated. This pattern of findings repeats itself here. Just like organizational justice, self-legitimacy increases the likelihood of adhering to the code of silence in one scenario (verbally abusing a motorist; OR = 1.61, p < 0.01), reduces the likelihood in one scenario (failing to report a beating; OR = 0.54, p < 0.001), and has no significant effect on the third (OR = 4.27, p > 0.05).

Organizational Deviance

The effects of the traditional police integrity variables in the organizational deviance scenarios (Table 6.1) are largely consistent with prior police integrity research. Furthermore, apart from reducing the effect sizes, the results are substantively similar to those presented in Chap. 2. Again, this suggests that the independent variables
are adding a unique explanatory power to the model, rather than being redundant with the police integrity theory variables.

Next, we turn to perceptions of disciplinary fairness for each of these three scenarios. The results here are substantively identical to those presented in Chap. 3. The key differences are seen in the reduction in the magnitude of the effect for each of these variables after the inclusion of the other independent variables. This would suggest that there is some redundancy with the disciplinary fairness and the other independent variables included in the model. The potential redundancy here is not entirely surprising, given the theoretical and empirical relationship between the constructs. A potential explanation for this effect may stem from the effects of organizational justice. Organizational justice is theoretically and—to varying degrees—empirically associated with disciplinary fairness. Including both variables in the model can lead to some redundancy in the estimates, which seems to be the case here. In the full models, the effects of organizational justice are strengthened compared to the results in Chap. 4, and the interpretation of the effects remains substantively unchanged. These results suggest that there is some shared variance between disciplinary fairness and organizational justice, although not as much as might be expected.

Conversely, the results from self-legitimacy are quite different from the results presented in Chap. 5. In the models with only self-legitimacy and traditional police integrity measures, we see either a null or negative effect of self-legitimacy on the adherence to the code of silence (see Chap. 5). However, with the inclusion of the other independent variables, the pattern of findings becomes more complex. We see that self-legitimacy reduces the likelihood that an officer would adhere to the code of silence in covering a DUI crash of a fellow officer (OR = 0.30, \( p < 0.001 \)), but significantly increases adherence to the code of silence in the other two scenarios: falsely calling in sick (OR = 1.67, \( p < 0.05 \)) and falsely reporting overtime (OR = 1.63, \( p < 0.05 \)).

**Interpersonal Deviance**

Finally, we look at the results for the interpersonal deviance scenarios (Table 6.1). Again, the results from the traditional police integrity variables presented here are substantively identical to those presented in the unconditional models in Chap. 2. The same is true for the disciplinary fairness measures. Again, this would suggest that both the traditional police integrity variables and the disciplinary fairness measures exert independent effects on the adherence to the code of silence in these interpersonal deviance scenarios.

We notice some differences when examining the effect of perceptions of organizational justice in these interpersonal deviance scenarios. The results from Chap. 4, which only added organizational justice and traditional police integrity measures to the model, show that organizational justice is only associated with increased adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting the spreading of false rumors
about a coworker (OR = 1.50, \( p < 0.001 \)). However, after including all of the independent variables in this chapter, the size of this effect has nearly doubled (OR = 2.86, \( p < 0.001 \)). Additionally, we see that, unlike in Chap. 4, organizational justice now exerts significant—although differential—effects on adherence to the code of silence for the scenario depicting the telling of sexist jokes (OR = 0.63, \( p < 0.001 \)) and the scenario depicting yelling at coworkers (OR = 2.77, \( p < 0.001 \)).

Again, it is not entirely clear what is different about these scenarios that causes the differential effects of organizational justice. However, these varying results may suggest that officers are not simply “pencil whipping” the survey, and instead are making independent judgments about each scenario. This contention seems to be supported by the pattern of results for self-legitimacy, which shows substantively opposite effects compared to organizational justice in these scenarios. In other words, when organizational justice increases adherence to the code of silence, self-legitimacy reduces it. Finally, again, we note that the inclusion of the other independent variables reduced the noise in the parameter estimates for self-legitimacy, a largely expected outcome in light of the theoretical and conceptual overlap of these constructs.

**Conclusion**

Because of the police agencies’ semi-military organization, the code of silence has developed in each police agency as part of police culture to protect police officers (e.g., Bittner, 1970; Klockars et al., 2000). As Westley (1970) and Bittner (1970) hypothesized, police recruits are socialized into police culture—both at the police academy and during their field training—and taught that they can rely only on their fellow officers. One mechanism used to acquire this trust is adhering to the code of silence and, hence, protecting police misconduct committed by their fellow officers.

Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the empirical analyses in this book (e.g., Chap. 2) reveal the presence of the code of silence among the police officers in the police agency we study. Specifically, for every scenario, including the most serious ones (i.e., stealing from a crime scene, abusing deadly force), there is a certain number of police officers who said that they would not report misconduct. With the exception of these two scenarios, at least one out of five police officers, if not more, said that they would not report any type of misconduct described in our study. In fact, in some scenarios, such as accepting gratuities, verbally abusing citizens, or covering up DUI crash, the majority of the police officers in our study seemed to be willing to adhere to the code of silence.

As various independent commissions (e.g., Knapp Commission, 1972; Mollen Commission, 1994) demonstrate, the code of silence—tolerance of police misconduct without reporting it—is a serious obstacle in the efforts to curtail police misconduct. Whereas assessing the contours of the code of silence is a critical step in
such efforts (e.g., Klockars et al., 2000; 2004; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015, 2019), it is not the only step. The goal of this book has been to determine the factors associated with the strong code of silence and offer evidence-based approach to curtailing the code of silence and, ultimately, police misconduct.

The results of our full models confirm the strong effect of the traditional police integrity measures (e.g., others’ adherence to the code of silence, violation of agency rules, perceptions of seriousness) on the police officers’ decision to adhere to the code of silence. To begin with, we found the effects of police culture at play; in all 12 scenarios, officers who assessed that their colleagues would not report police misconduct are also more likely to say that they would not report either. The perceptions of police culture tolerant of police misconduct have the strongest and most consistent effect on the respondents’ own expressed willingness to adhere to the code of silence. This finding, aligned with the extant literature (Hickman et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2018, 2019; Long et al., 2013; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Peacock et al., 2020; Van Droogenbroeck et al., 2019), demonstrates the important effect that the police culture has on the way police officers think about police misconduct. Police administrators interested in curtailing the code of silence should learn how accurate the police officers’ perceptions of their peer culture are. If police officers’ views indicate overconfidence in their peers’ willingness to adhere to the code, police administrators should share with police officers the more accurate view of their peer culture. On the other hand, if police officers are accurately “reading” their peers’ willingness to not report, then the more challenging task that the administrators have is to change the peer culture by conveying an unambiguous message about the importance of official rules and their consistent enforcement, as well as by providing the rewards for reporting.

This research shows that the more serious police officers view police misconduct, the less likely they are to adhere to the code of silence. The result is strong and consistent across different forms of police misconduct. This strong negative relationship between the expressed willingness to adhere to the code of silence and perceptions of misconduct seriousness persists even in the presence of other potential factors, such as perceptions of organizational justice or self-legitimacy. These results fit the large body of extant police integrity literature (Cheloukhine et al., 2015; Haberfeld, 2004; Hickman et al., 2016; Khechumyan & Kutnjak Ivković, 2015; Klockars et al., 1997, 2004, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2013, 2016, 2018, 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Khechymian, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković & Šauerman, 2013; Lobnikar & Meško, 2015; Long et al., 2013; Lim & Sloan, 2016; Maskàly et al., 2019; Pagon & Lobnikar, 2000; Peacock et al., 2020; Porter & Prenzler, 2016; Vallmüür, 2015; Westmarland, 2006; Wu & Makin, 2019). They also open another avenue for police administrators willing to curtail the code of silence. Specifically, police officers should be (re)taught to view police misconduct as a serious matter. Nevertheless, police administrators should follow up and demonstrate—through the enforcement of official rules and administration of discipline for their violations—that they perceive police misconduct as a serious matter as well.
How serious police misconduct is evaluated typically has been closely tied with the assumption that misconduct violates official rules and that discipline would result in such rule violations (e.g., Klockars et al., 2000, 2004, 2006; Kutnjak Ivković & Haberfeld, 2015, 2019). In about one-half of the scenarios, our full models do not link the knowledge that police misconduct described in the scenarios violates official rules with the respondents’ expressed willingness to adhere to the code of silence. On the other hand, in most scenarios in which the relationship is statistically significant, there is a clear negative relationship between the respondents’ recognition that the behavior violates official rules and their willingness to stick to the code of silence. These findings demonstrate the importance of establishing clear official rules prohibiting misconduct (e.g., Klockars et al., 2000, 2006).

However, establishing the official rules is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition. Even the most carefully designed official rules need to be enforced consistently and fairly to be effective. Severity of expected discipline (or the lack of any discipline) is also related to how willing police officers are to report misconduct. Our findings show that, compared to the respondents who expected some intermediate discipline, the respondents who expected no discipline tended to be more likely to say that they would not report misconduct. When the police officers perceive that the police administration will not mete out any discipline or will mete out only very mild discipline in the form of a verbal reprimand, these police officers would be more likely to say that they would not report such misconduct—why bother if there will be no discipline at all? Assuming that the police officers accurately predict what the expected discipline will be, the message for police administrators is very clear: if particular behavior is defined as police misconduct, then the administration should mete out discipline in all the cases in which police officers engage in such rule-violating behavior. On the other hand, if the police officers are underestimating the severity of the disciplinary threat that the police administration is actually making, then the administrators need to teach police officers what the accurate disciplinary threat is.

The situation with dismissal as the expected discipline is more complex. In particular, when police misconduct includes very serious forms, such as stealing from a crime scene or abusing deadly force, the police officers expected dismissal and, if they perceive that the police administration will administer some intermediate discipline instead, they would not be willing to report. In all other examples of police misconduct in our questionnaire, the expectation of a dismissal compared to any intermediate discipline resulted in police officers’ increased willingness to adhere to the code of silence. Police officers viewed dismissal in such cases as an inappropriate discipline and, in turn, decided that they should not report a fellow police officer for an act or omission that might result in dismissal. Indeed, in many of these cases, including those tied to organizational deviance and interpersonal deviance, dismissal is an unlikely outcome for a first-time rule-violator. A lesson for police administrators is that they should weigh very careful which violations of official
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rules should be career-ending. “Getting it right” and communicating so to the police officers should help them curtail the code of silence.

Our results demonstrate that the severity of the expected discipline matters, but it is not the only consideration that matters; its perceived fairness does too. When the expected discipline is perceived as too harsh, police officers might be more willing to adhere to the code of silence. Our findings show substantial evidence of the theoretical model of simple justice at work, fitting well with the results of extant research (e.g., Datzer et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2007, 2010). The first question for police administrators to answer is whether police officers are accurately predicting the discipline that their police agency would mete out. In case they are, then the discussion should be focused on why they perceive such discipline as too harsh. Police administrators may discover that the conditions have changed since the official rules were established and that the less harsh discipline could fulfill the disciplinary goals. Alternatively, the police officers should be taught why such misconduct should be disciplined with the discipline they perceived originally as too harsh.

We have also explored how respondents’ evaluations of expected discipline as too lenient are linked with their willingness to stick to the code of silence. Prior research has mostly indicated that there is no strong relationship between assessments of discipline as too lenient and the respondents’ willingness to report misconduct (e.g., Datzer et al., 2019; Kutnjak Ivković & Klockars, 1998; Kutnjak Ivković et al., 2016; Kutnjak Ivković & Sauer- man, 2013; Kutnjak Ivković & Shelley, 2005, 2007, 2010). In about one-half of the scenarios we also found that the data fit the model of discipline indifference, but in the rest of the scenarios in our full models, we found that, compared to the respondents who evaluated discipline as fair, the respondents who evaluated discipline as too lenient were less likely to say that they would stick to the code of silence. The officers in this subgroup advocated for more severe discipline than they expected their agency to mete out and were also more likely to say that they would report. Assuming that their answers were not a consequence of their self-serving bias, future research could explore their views in more detail.

We also expanded the results to look at the effects of organizational justice on the decision to adhere to the code of silence. There is a consistent relationship between organizational justice and workplace deviance (Colquitt et al., 2005), and failing to report the misconduct of others—especially in policing—is a form of misconduct. Thus, we would have expected to see a consistent negative relationship between organizational justice and adherence to the code of silence. However, the effect of organizational justice on the respondents’ decision whether to report misconduct could be best described as inconsistent across models. Even in the more parsimonious models presented in Chap. 4, we only saw a significant negative effect in 3 of the 12 scenarios and a positive effect in 2 of the 12 scenarios, while in the majority of them—8 out of 12 scenarios—there was no relationship between organizational justice and the expressed willingness to adhere to the code of silence. After
including all of the additional variables in this chapter, significant negative effects of organizational justice were present in six scenarios, significant positive effects in four, and there were none in the remaining two. For all of the corruption scenarios, the effect of organizational justice on adherence to the code of silence is negative, but varied between the other scenarios. While organizational justice increases adherence to the code of silence in certain scenarios, this should not be construed to mean that police executives do not need to enhance organizational justice in their organizations. Again, enhancing organizational justice may be a proverbial mixed bag, but the deleterious effects of enhancing organizational justice may be outweighed by the positive effects. Further research is needed to unpack the potentially complicated relationship of organizational justice which has been suggested by other scholars in this area (Nagin & Telep, 2017).

The conflicting results here suggest that the true effect of organizational justice may be more complicated than prior research leads on. These differences could be a result of the fact that we use organizational justice to predict adherence to the code of silence (i.e., failing to do something), whereas most prior research has looked at decisions to affirmatively engage in misconduct (see generally Culquitt et al., 2005). This subtle difference may be important and may not be as contrary to prior research as it initially seems. Recently, the importance of strengthening perceptions of organizational justice in police agencies has become increasingly ubiquitous because of the positive effects that come from this elevated sense of organizational justice (Wolfe & Lawson, 2020). An agency could still see the benefits of organizational justice in the behavior of officers consistent with prior research, but that organizational justice may inconsistently influence officers’ willingness to report the misconduct of others. In essence, the bolstered organizational justice may change how officers behave, but does not necessarily overcome fundamental elements of the police culture (i.e., adherence to the code of silence). Additional research is needed in this area to determine the veracity of this conjecture.

Finally, we turn to the effects of self-legitimacy. There is a growing body of literature which suggests that self-legitimacy can positively affect the attitudes and behaviors of police officers (Concepcion, 2021). Our work tried to extend the study of self-legitimacy into the study of police integrity, specifically the code of silence. The results here suggest that self-legitimacy yields an inconsistent effect across scenarios—regardless of whether it is only included in the model with other police integrity variables (i.e., Chap. 5) or along with the inclusion of additional relevant factors (i.e., this chapter). At first blush, the results from the full models presented in this chapter suggest that self-legitimacy may not be a desirable trait to instill in police officers, at least if the goal is to maximize willingness to report the misconduct of others. After all, in 7 of the 12 scenarios self-legitimacy significantly increased adherence to the code of silence, while exerting a significant negative effect in four of the scenarios.

Self-legitimacy increased adherence to the code of silence in the corruption scenarios, but exerted differential effects across other types of scenarios. The results for the excessive force scenarios are particularly diverse; self-legitimacy increases
adherence to the code of silence in the scenario depicting verbal abuse of a citizen, yet it decreases the adherence to the code in the scenario depicting a failure to report a beating. These results are both supportive and contrary to prior research which consistently found that officers’ self-legitimacy is associated with lower willingness to use force and a greater desire to build positive partnerships with the community (Bradford & Quinton, 2014). However, these differences may not be inconsistent with prior research. Self-legitimacy talks about the confidence that officers have in the authority vested in them, which is created in dialogue with multiple constituencies (Nix & Wolfe, 2017). This may mean that—all else being equal—self-legitimacy could be the highest in those officers who have internalized the police subculture the strongest. For instance, self-legitimacy may exert a positive effect in the case of the verbal abuse of the motorist, because in this scenario the motorist’s actions could make him/her an “asshole” that needs to be treated differently (Van Maanen, 1978). Thus, the response from the officer depicted could be consistent with the expectations of an officer with self-legitimacy, whereas the actions of the officer who fails to report the beating of a suspect may be seen as something the officer with self-legitimacy would not do. The same potential explanation can be used to justify the inconsistent effects seen across other scenarios, apart from the corruption scenarios. Clearly, additional work on self-legitimacy is needed to address these issues and to determine whether the effects of self-legitimacy are generalizable from agency to agency, given the differences in organizational culture and climate.

The goal of our book has been to study factors that could be related to the police officers’ code of silence that exists in every police agency and to provide evidence-based suggestions for police administrators regarding different ways to curtail the code of silence. Our results vividly demonstrate that what police agency does or does not do—from the establishment of the official rules and their enforcement to the way supervisors treat their subordinates—directly affects police officers’ willingness to remain a part of the code of silence. Although the traditional police integrity factors, such as the evaluations of misconduct seriousness, severity of expected discipline, and the peers’ willingness to report misconduct, perform critical roles in shaping the code of silence, our results demonstrate that the expansion of the traditional approach through the organizational justice elements, discipline fairness, and self-legitimacy provide further valuable information about what makes police officers decide to protect misconduct in silence.
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